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44,000 i h ds! 5 in casn awards: 

American Bridge Division of United Awards for College Engineering Students Awards for Professional Engineers 

States Steel announces a $44,000 each each 

\ : _ a Ast Award. 0... .c ccc ec cece cesses +$4,000.00 Ist Award... 0.0.0... cece eee ee ee s+ 815,000.00 
Sree. HicHway BripGe DESIGN  4¢t Honorable Mention................$2,000.00 1st Honorable Mention. ..............$10,000.00 
Comprririon dedicated to stimulat- 2nd Honorable Mention, ..............$1,000.00 2nd Honorable Mention. .........----8 5,000.00 
: ‘ 2 ¢ Four 3rd Honorable Mentions.........$ 500.00 Five 3rd Honorable Mentions. ........$ 1,000.00 
ing the engineering mind to a more 

imaginative, more effective use of 
teel in the construction of small Problem: Get two lanes of traffic across a and/or members, and their immediate fami- 

: cok JA Une “Gonstrue s modern 4-lane highway in accordance with __ lies, of the following firms and groups: 
oridges. atest standa ay’s highways. 7 wae 

os . sé lateat standards for'today’s highways United States Stcel and its subsidiaries, 
If you, as a professional or design objectives: Originality of design, greater divisions, agents and dealers 

engineer or as a college engineering utilization of the inherent properties of steel, Structural steel fabricating firms 

student, can come up with a more — cconomy, and aesthetic appeal. American Institute of Steel Construction 

= 2 _ " Rules Committee and Judges 
imaginative, attractive and econom- Requirements: Just one. The steel bridge Lo: 

ical design, not only may you win must comply with the Geometric Standards Soo list of awards above, 
. L « ° . for the National System of Interstate and Rules and Judging: The competition will be 
$15 awe ey, bu : ; : P ging: peti w 

up to $15,000 in award money, but Defense Highways using H-20-816-44 load- under the supervision of the American In- 
your efforts may contribute mate- ing. The type of structure, the type of con- stitute of Steel Construction, which has 

rially to the most challenging road- tions, span length and number of piers, appointed a Rules Committce and a panel 
oa 8 if any, are completely up to you since you of judges composed of prominent consulting 

o é ove) ai n. joni Fi . . 
building REQEFATH ENCE undertake: . are designing with steel. engineers and architects. 
For, according to conservative esti- a euane eet . ae 

° . ile Eligibility: The competition is open to all Deadline: Entries must be postmarked or 

mates, the tremendous 41,000-mile — jyofessional and design engineers and col- _ expressed to arrive not later than midnight, : 
Federal Highway Program will call lege engineering students except employees May 31, 1959. USS is a registered trademark 

for the construction of at least a 

bridge a mile! | 

The competition involves solving 4- wea sie PS Oe Sol cece 
5 5 SST SST Sat TO ae 

a relatively simple but important 1 | Sac fe Sassi et { wo 4 
sft ‘ Ss soit 

problem that will not demand too BE Sl Sal ao l= ~ Lie \ _ a ee 

| much of your time. | ik F ook wo brood | | sath chapbic  obd 

ELEVATION and CLEARANCE DIAGRAM 

Send for your entry booklet now: Contains 
complete information on the Steel Highway SS SS Se 

Bridge DesignCompetition—everything you | __ Competition Editor, Room 1831 Ios 
need to know to prepare your entry. Just fill | American Bridge Division | 

in and mail the coupon and get started with | 525 William Penn Place | 

your design without delay. > j Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania | 
| Please send me a copy of your $44,000 Stee! Highway Bridge Design Competition entry booklet. | 

| _ Professional or Design Engineer Check oO | 

| Engineering Student (Check one) | | 

Street)... ccsiseei i vicinevensesaareswcrian eee eae cramer Bree N meme RET: : 

United States Steel | CiEY cece cece cece eee n eee ee nese eee nec e cence ts SEM. eee ete e eee eee een e eee | 

Loe
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Westingh is the best pl 
for talented engineers 

: Howard Zollinger joined Westinghouse in 1951— 
has since earned MSEE and two U.S. patents 

At 28, Howard A. Zollinger, a 1951 BSEE graduate of Howard Zollinger is one of many talented young Michigan College of Mining and Technology is doing engineers who are finding rewarding careers with West- “. . . exactly what I always wanted to do.” Now a inghouse. You can, too, if you’ve got ambition and you’re systems design engineer, he specializes in the develop- a man of exceptional ability. Our broad product line ment of modern materials handling systems to support and decentralized operations provide a diversity of increasingly automated production techniques. Since challenging opportunities for talented engineers. Guided completion of the Westinghouse Student Training Course missile controls, atomic power, automation, radar, semi- in 1952, he has earned an enviable reputation as an conductors, and large power equipment are only a few of expert in drive systems; and he has submitted fifteen the fascinating career fields to be found at Westinghouse. & patent disclosures, two of which are about to result in Why not find out now about the opportunities for you patents in his name. at Westinghouse? Write to Mr. L. H. Noggle, Westing- Most important, Howard Zollinger is doing exactly house Educational Center, Ardmore & Brinton Roads, what he wants to be doing. At the completion of his train- Pittsburgh 21, Pa. 
ing course, he specifically asked that he be assigned to . his present department. And, when he decided that YOU CAN BE SURE...i1F ITS additional graduate study would be helpful, the West- — inghouse Graduate Study Program enabled him to e combine this study with his regular job. After complet- es tl n ouse ing all required course work and his thesis last December, 
he was awarded his MSEE by the University of Pitts- . burgh in June. 

WATCH MAP TINSHOUSS EUGILU GS) CL-OESt ARNAZ SHOWS” 
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Petroleum, in addition to being the world’s cants for automotive, aircraft and industrial 
most important source of energy, is also a use, we produce and market a wide variety of 
vital raw material for thousands of petro- petrochemicals, and operate Government- 
chemicals. Keeping pace with the increasing owned atomic energy installations. 
demand for oil and natural gas, the petroleum Thus, no matter what your interests are, 
industry is a leader among the nation’s growth you will find a challenging opportunity in 
industries. And Phillips Petroleum Company some phase of our operations. Write to our 
is one of the fastest growing of the nation’s Technical Manpower Division today for your 
largest oil companies. copy of our new brochure, “Career With A 

Phillips rapid and continuing expansion Future.” And be sure to arrange for an inter- 
offers excellent. opportunities for technical view with the Phillips representative when he 
graduates to choose careers in such varied visits your campus. 

fields as research. exploration. production, 

anufacturing, transportation and marketing. ee . . mM ane UC Pant T por 1 : € & min S D. R McKeithan, Director 

And in addition to petroleum fuels and lubri- ehh ed Technical Manpower Division 

Li BGA ) PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 
L (oe. Y ey 

Se DY Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
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AiResearch engineered and produced Specific opportunities exist in sys- ducted by small groups where indi- this electro-hydraulic servo system— tem electronics and servo control vidual effort and accomplishment are ‘ the most reliable and responsive units; computers and flight instru- quickly recognized, providing oppor- steering control system for missiles ments; missile auxiliary power units; tunity for rapid growth and advance- yet produced. Extremely lightweight, gas turbine engines and turbine and ment. An eight-month orientation 
it consists of three control valves and air motors; cryogenic and nuclear program is offered prior to perma- six actuators. systems; pneumatic valves; indus- nent assignment to help determine This unique system represents but _ trial turbochargers; air conditioning your placement from a variety of 
a part of the challenging, important and pressurization; and heat trans. analytical or development projects. work under way at AiResearch in fer, including electronic cooling and Advanced education is available missile, electronic, nuclear, aircraft nuclear applications. through company financial assistance and industrial fields, Intensified engineering is con- at outstanding nearby universities. 

> © For full information write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX ¢ AIRSUPPLY 
AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL e REX ° AERO ENGINEERING ¢ AIR CRUISERS e AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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The march of electronics into the Space Age is being quickened Information resulting from Hughes study in the fields of 

as a result of Hughes work in airborne clectronics systems. air-to-air and ballistic guided missiles is presenily paying 

: . dividends into the fund of space knowledge. 
One such development is the Hughes Electronic Arma- 

ment System, which pilots high-speed jet interceptors to Hyghes engineers have developed space hardware using 

enemy targets, launching Hughes air-to-air guided missiles, high-reliability wire wrapping to replace soldered connec- 

and flies the plane home. Even more sophisticated Electronic tions and miniaturized “cordwood” circuit modules to al- 

Armament Systems completely outstrip those presently re- low high component density. 

leased for publication. The advanced nature of Hughes electronic systems—in 

Working on space satellites, Hughes engineers are active the air, on the ground, and for industry—provides an ideal 
g is 8 > 8 2 ) 

in the preliminary design of guidance and control systems, growth environment for the graduating or experienced 

communication and telemetry systems, sensing devices using engineer interested in building rewarding, long-range pro- 

infrared, optical and radar techniques. fessional stature. 

[, = mm ee : 
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Data Processors, Which monitor hundreds of aircraft and store the Capacitors which provide for electrical, rather than mechanical 

information for high-speed assignment of defense weapons, tuning of circuits, are being produced by Hughes Products, the 
comprise one part of an advanced Hughes ground defense system. commercial activity of Hughes. 

Marnbars omour starr will-conduct the West’s leader in advanced electronics 
FE EE ETT 
1 | 

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS | | HUGHES ! ! 

: ! | 
on December 5. For interview \ 4 

appointment or informational literature consult sian nnn erin 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

our College Placement Director. a y 8 Culver City, El Segundo, 
ee Fullerton and Los Angeles, California 

© tees, nusnes ancraerscompany Tucson, Arizona 
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Freezing water 

INCO NICKEL = 

Yolo eta actel a e to warm a mine 
ae 

ee PR 

ae Inco shows a king-size operation 
ees 

——r— i i Ce ee that helps mine more Nickel 

~~ |. i The bigger the mine, the more men at work, 

a poe ee the more air they need. Gales of air. Warmed 
a | : 7 a : 5 . 
=. ' a ua in winter. Cooled in summer. That’s the rea- 

-— =. i es ae ; “aj itioner” i 
—r~— a. . P| son for this mammoth “air conditioner” in 

;  -C—Sis. : . ye a an Inco-Canada mine. 
A De = Ce . . + 

“ i  . >. : 2 , ia | In winter it raises the temperature of cold 

~ | oe aoe air from outside by making ice. In summer 

oo 8 . Es ae ae ‘ it uses the ice to cool air that’s too hot! (See 
a Og : a diagram below) 

2 ae  s a 3 ; ges cinema ee 

og ‘ a4 ee | Mi a os, wees ae — 

a go ey i "eee | ASF) vO, —_ 

ee d ; _ 7 i Y* Ss c) 7, o ad : y v ‘ / Ne ; , | |) 10 

Ry tS me eS LS. a ee a KM PES ‘; 
ye ee og oe A (iw - 14 

Bo . vibe wef te i es oe 

Pos 4 Raper ee Bed In winter, cold air is blown through sprays of 
bee 4 ae ag © a , = i 

oe - one a die warmer water, The water loses its heat, freezes 

A tn, fee oe ge ei jnto mountains of solid ice. In the process, the latent 

re g De heat of freezing is transferred to the air, warms it up 
ee ee, Sy ei for use inside the mine. 

_ Pe cn ee Saoer, ee | % oe At full capacity in a winter season, this 

ae Bcuke Prog v eo ONE i we a } system alone can generate as much heat as 

_ 108, le ee a, “gp 8, ie To oe . 350,000 gallons of fuel oil. During this 

a a, mn te or. oo Meo period, 150,000 tons of ice may form. (See 

: we" Pie CO ." es photo at left) 

OP ema cig Se es ya oe Installations like this are expensive in 

es gy te wa Bins ete: ae eS e . a 

oe ee ag i time and money. Such outlays are typical of 

h plete Br NE et i many made by Inco-Canada. Their cost adds 

Ks a “spe iow 5 Saas - up to millions. Results are—to continue the 

fas Wie . 4 ae Bee a increased production of Nickel. 
es Gn we ne “5 

Re ‘ SP ee a — 
yy Vo - 4 Mining for Nickel is a 45-minute color film 

en Bete * ae loaned to high school science groups, college 

ee a et Sys Py. oR ee engineering classes and technical societies. 

ee ihe. st Ng poe ee NPs oe Write to Educational Service, Development 
‘ pelle aie es . et ee «ee 

ele So a se 7 ee Gee and Research Division, 

4, OO ee A mt are PO ee oe 
ea rm rn oie? ce ees: eA a Secs. 

i % ey Ya Pe [eel The International Nickel Company, Inc. 

a re ee 8 ue 4 H New York 5,N. Y. 

i Peleg ee oe tie: 
. A aoe We Re eee . ee . Keo, 
be | fee en ee a Pe | 

ee ge Re ee ea 

yt eae sae ee g ey Boa . 

2 ae : of ae. rg me oo International 
a ae ee oS oF a re i 
Faye ee 3 a. Nickel 

Be ee wate 2 ai a er aarrae se oe _— FF The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. 
a ee . 8 

i Pe ee ear af , SO affiliate of The International Nickel Company of 

oe ee .- > Fs Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) — producer of Inco 
Cg ee Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium 

0 a ST pt iy oe and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 

MR GO ke an tee oo of A mountain of ice, built up in this inside-a- 
ie <p ty leg. ue Se _ : mine “air conditioner.” The rock chambers, or 

bg: Oe a oe ee ae or G “stopes,” where the ice forms, are high as a 23- 
[aa ee a me ee story apartment, big enough to house 300 fami- 

fag) i pre 8 2 lies. Things have to be done in a big way to get 
Mee! ae : Nickel in the tremendous amounts used by indus- 

we Lom ? s a try to make metals that perform better, longer. 
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Men, vehicles and instruments bound for the middle east 

The cast of this story may include a part for you. GSI is a leader in 
the worldwide search for new petroleum reserves. Emphasis is shifting 
to foreign areas and there is a world of opportunity awaiting those who 
can qualify for a career in geophysical exploration. 

GSI has openings for college graduates trained in geophysics, 
physics, engineering, math and geology. 

For a rewarding career, which may take you from California to 
Calcutta, join the cast... join GSI. 

Write for our booklet, “With GSI The World Is Your Office.” 

KO coulinuing Cedership Trough hescarely antl grouilly oo. 

Sarg? Geopnysicat Service Inc. 
Se ope partment 15 - Box 35084 
Sa Airlawn Station, Dallas 35, Texas 
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In this first issue of The Wisconsin Engineer this made available to engineering students for summer 
year, we naturally think of getting back to the hustle employment. A great deal of praise and appreciation 
and bustle of engineering curriculum and campus ac- should be paid these companies by every undergradu- | tivities. After about six weeks of the usual “rat race” ate engineer who has been privileged to work as a tech- 
and readjustment, things around the “engine” school _ nician, engineering aide, in the production shop, or on are molding into normality. the drawing board. The experience gained here is in- 

Summer activities of Wisconsin engineering students valuable to him as a future engineer. It is experience 
varied, of course, but the majority were found either that can not be replaced with any class-room work in 
attending summer classes or working in industries of theory or by so-called laboratories where the student some kind. Jobs for non-graduates were rather hard to _ has only a chance to “observe” and seldom the chance 
find this summer; just about all companies who hire to perform. Educators more and more, it seems, are summer help either hired none at all or reduced the failing to realize the importance of courses where the number they employed considerably. engineering undergraduate has a chance to work with 

| Talking with graduate engineers that were aware of _ his hands—to see how the machines that he solves prob- 
the employment situation revealed their concern, also, lems about really works. 
about the security of their own jobs. The machine-tool Reading a news release recently, | noticed the com- 
industry all over the nation was in one of the worst ments of a leading industrial executive about the lack 
conditions it has been in, in many summers, hydraulic — of preparation given to today’s graduating engineers in 
products were just holding their own if they were not _ this field of physical training. He pointed out that an 
slipping behind the usual, and the electrical industries engineer is about the only one of professional status 
were certainly not suffering any growing pains. The — that is not taught to be competent with his hands as 
aviation industry in many places was about the only well as his mind. He said we would not think of sub- 
one that was making any headway, and then it was not mitting to a surgeon that had stores of knowledge, even 
an outstanding showing. genius, and maybe a degree or degrees as a specialist 

Some companies that are engaged in two or more of — and, yet, had hardly handled the instruments with 
the operations mentioned above, including aviation which he was working. He made the point that, in to- products, transferred many engineers from their other day’s highly technical and scientific age where the fu- 
plants to the aviation works in order to maintain them ture of man’s existence may depend upon engineering with the company. Even with this attempt to keep competence, this matter can not and should not be 
them, several had to be laid off as a result of the spring taken lightly. 
“budget cuts.” Other companies are probably realizing this also, and 

This industrial condition caused many students, un- _ it is almost certain that the experience they can provide 
able to find summer employment, to remain on campus _ for engineers yet in school will pay off in future rewards 
for the summer session. The other fortunate ones found unable to be measured in terms of the few dollars they 
jobs at whatever they could. spend each summer that are listed in their accounting 

Something should be said, however, about the jobs books as “Training Program.” 

In the above photo the world’s largest circular building, Union Tank Car's Dome, 
is shown at the halfway point of construction. Three hundred twenty one hexagonal panels 

4 form the skin of the all-steel Dome. 

The Union Dome in Baton Rouge, Louisiana (lower photo), the first major industrial 
use of a geodesic dome in this country, is expected to be in full operation this month. 
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The Mackinac Suspension Bridge. 

by James A. Haefner 

HE construction of the Mack- world. The account of the con- port the large suspension cables. 

inac Bridge is similar to the struction of the bridge in this | The cables are then spun and sus- 

construction of the Golden report will follow this step by step  pender ropes are hung from them. 

Gate Bridge, George Washington plan. Stiffening sections of steel, used to 

Bridge, and the original Tacoma Piers are built to support a support the roadway and give the 

Narrows Bridge. These bridges are bridge, and anchorages are built bridge stability, are attached to 

suspension bridges. The reason for to. anchor the main suspension these suspender ropes. When all 

using the Mackinac Bridge as an cables. These piers and anchorages __ stiffening sections have been hung, 

example is that the newest and are the first part of a bridge to be the roadway is welded to them. 

finest construction techniques were constructed. Once these are built, The information in this report is 

used and that the bridge is now the steel work can begin. to inform the reader of how the 

one of the most famous in the Steel towers are erected to sup- suspended portion of the bridge 
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aa i tower piers contain 85,000 cubic 
i aE a yards. Figures 2 and 3 show how 

bal : the Mackinac Bridge tower and 
ou a. : support piers look. 

a 4 Ad © , . | Main Tower Erection 
_ i» gz 
. | a Va UN jie The main towers are to support 
a. \ 2 rh “T LY By the heavy main suspension cables. 

E olay lao ut ie 4 is a Pile The cables are fitted in a saddle 
S : | Wi + Wa | rae at the top of the towers. The tow- 

: | i. | fl ¥ a a ae ae ers are composed of 27 cells and 
a it _ | ; va 24 a maintenance elevator. 

at Hide | Pm, 

A RR 
Ee lee | | ve ie oe \ | a ee Sections of the tower were pre- 

Be ol aM a a: Wi . ipa’ fabricated on shore and_ then 

7 ee Se ee | | en, , the piers. When the floating der- 
a/ me oa, (ee | ae rick could no longer be used, a 

j f ay ae ne Pee Ty creeper derrick was attached to 
4 ay os ny bs a SRR EN the already erected portion of the 

@ a / DS ri nee —_:, oar fees tower. The creeper derrick would 
i: Pn a ae A adv y climb the tower as it added addi- 

y wo ey j Ts ce 5 ae i tional sections to it. ; 
Comm SA go ag ete Riveting and welding was done 
My ad eg S Se =u inside the dark confined cells of 

eo 7X on a” Le. Y= vided with electric cap lamps 

a ae , ~~ oe PAA stall in the remote recesses of the 
~ 99S ~ ~ towers due to the safety hazard of 

Roadway stringers are lifted from the barge to the roadway for the suspended the wires. Temporary elevators 
span of the bridge. These are moved by temporary derricks such as the one set up were put in to facilitate the move- 

at the right. ment of the riveters and_ their 
equipment. 

The towers are constructed to 
was erected and the amount of — high, above water, as a ten-story 4 height of 552 feet above the 
steel and concrete used in building. building. The south anchorage water. The weight of the steel in 

contains 55,000 cubic yards and the two main towers is approxi- 
Cable Anchorages the north anchorgae contains 47,- mately 13,000 tons. The two tow- 

Te comet of the ae MH, le sr ol mre The Gok fhe mon w bul 
anchorage piers, along with the pressure of 115,000 Ib. per linear ft. Eile: Seinnk as F 
main tower and cable support Hisure 1 shows ‘the-sise-and shape able spinning and suspender 

‘ « x “ gure shows e size and shape Hangin 
piers, is the first step in the build- G6) Gable anchorage. ging 

ing of a suspension bridge. The Before the cable spinning could 
cable anchorages are the IMOv Main Tower and Cable Support be accomplished catwalks had to 
able anchors for the main suspen- Piers be hung in the same position as 

sion cables and are large rectang- the main suspension cables. The 
ular masses of reinforced concrete. The four piers were constructed _firt job was to hoist into place 244 

These anchorages were built by by driving steel sheetpile caissons inch wire rope to provide support 
driving sheetpile to bedrock (86 to bedrock at a depth of 130 feet — for the catwalks. Ten of these 
feet), then digging the mud or _ for the cable support piers and 206 ropes were needed; five wires for 
overburden from the cofferdam. feet for the main tower piers. The gach catwalk. 

Stone was dumped in the coffer-  caissons were then filled with stone The wire rope was unreeled into 
dam and at Intrusion mortar was and an Intrusion mortar was forced the water from a barge that was 
forced into the stone to make Pre- into the stone to make Prepakt — towed from pier to pier of the cen- 
pakt concrete. concrete. tral span. Guy derricks, on top of 

These blocks of concrete meas- The cable support piers contain the towers, lowered a line to water 
ure 135 by 115 feet and are as 24,000 cubic yards of concrete and (Continued on next page) 
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Saas ; a) The haulage rope was started, 
le : Ps dy. pulling wire from the reel (called 

Be ar the “live wire”) over the top of the 
pee ar ; spinning wheel, while the bottom 

ge : | wire (dead wire ) remained in 
cog | Ly , pen fixed position at its end on the 

ae ee a : strand shoe. After the wheel has 
ah ons (aa oe been hauled its entire distance to 
See bbs Ee ee : opposite anchorage, the haulage 

li + age byl eee rope stopped and the loop was 

i .: 4 ee ae tells iste : transferred from the spinning 

eo if Lf ng eee” PASS Givi ee = Se! i. wheel to a strand shoe. The live 
en: a ee ON matt wire was then wound around the 
es Nl IS ae fo es ime, strand shoe, and a second loop was 

Sipe LeRSTPE SEE WS arma! ry NC formed and carried to the opposite 
alia lie anchorage. 

In this way, the spinning wheel 
alternately carried wire first from 
one reel on one anchorage and 

Here stone is being unloaded into a 130-foot deep caisson. Intrusion mortar was then from a reel on the other. 

then forced into the stone to make Prepakt concrete. There were four wheels in opera- 

tion at the same time, two for each 
level where it was fastened to the bank of eight reels. This bank of cable. As a wheel left an anchorage 
rope ends, The derricks then lifted reels serviced the cable spinning — on one cable a wheel also left the 
the ends to the top of their towers — operations on the two catwalks. opposite anchorage on the other 
where they were secured to a Wire was drawn off the reels by cable. Thus four wires were being 
saddle. the spinning wheels which were spun at the same time on each 

The catwalk was made of chain hauled from anchorage to an- cable. 
link fencing, 9 by 100 feet; 6 by 8 — chorage by the endless haulage As the spinning wheel moved 
inch wooden cross beams were at- rope. The proper tension was put toward the first tower, workmen 
tached every ten feet. After on the wire, to avoid snarling, by stationed along the catwalk first 
wooden posts were attached to the and arrangement of floating pul- pulled down the dead wires and 
edges, later serving as hand rails, leys, and counterweights in com- placed them under hooks. Then 
the decking was folded up accor- bination with brakes on the cable the live wires were pulled down 
dian-wise and hoisted to the top reels. A diesel engine was set on and placed under sheaves along- 
of the towers. The decking was top of the anchorages to supply side the hooks. This prevented the 
threaded on to the ropes and slid power for pulling the haulage wires from swinging and_ kept 
down to the sag by gravity. Near rope. them sorted. 
the bottom of the sag a “tugger i, . As soon as the wheel passed the 
hoist” was used to pull together Spinning Operations first tower the dead wires were re- 
the decking as it slid down from The cable is made up of 37 moved from the hooks and ad- 
both the towers. Wooden cleats strands, each strand containing 340 _justed for sag. This adjustment was 
were attached on steeper slopes to wires. In starting the spinning of — made at the center of the span by 
insure footing. When both cat- a strand, the beginning end of a — comparison with a “guide wire” 
walks were in place, they were wire was passed around a strand- extended between the anchorages. 
connected at intervals by cross- shoe and clamped. Enough slack This guide wire was adjusted by 
bracing, which served as an access was left in the wire beyond the surveying instruments until it had 
from one catwalk to the other and — clamp to form a loop which was the exact sag desired for the cable. 
stiffened the catwalks against slipped on to the grooved rim of — This sag is 350 feet, one-eleventh 
waving motion. Wires were also the spinning wheel. of the length of the center span. 
connected diagonally between cat- 
walks to serve the same purpose. CRS i Se Sc Ss tap jee i 

ee ge eee A 
Construction i iNfe V : XN I 

Tramway frames for supporting Se EVANOA, DV VAS VX 4 : y rh () ve 

the endless rope that hauls the | GRY Ngee iy XI 
“spinning wheels” were erected on . i RADA Sees MA 
the towers, cable bents (piers), cn aN NASI een carte 
and ends of the anchorages. Other fr a SASK oe — 
necessary wiring was _ installed 2 tlt x WM . | | i . ; 4 > ch a Oe 
such as electrical cables for illum- ee ge 
are " hs - a a 
ination, signals, power control, and ie sone oF : Benen ca ecsicenene | 
telephone service. EE ee 

Reels of cable wire were hoisted A backstay span is towed to site by tugs. Much of the construction was 
to the anchorages and set up in a prefabricated on land. 
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With the completion of each Tee : an pena 
strand its wires were bound to- [9] | 7 Siiieee. a oF 
gether at intervals with galvanized "iit ae Ri Lk 
steel straps, Adjustments on the tem ane sta _ 4 Co strands were made at night when nF 
When all strands had been com. 5 |) fg i ae Ne: pleted, they were compressed to a — «| ts rl bh LC a hexagonal cross-section 24Y4 inches am | UTES \ Ve in diameter. Steel bands were put ie pa, 
ready for the attachment of wwe HN oe 

inch wire rope used to support the ica Ul vue 66S catwalk. The rope was pre- —— = Soe : 
stressed, at a fabricating plant, un- Label : a 
der a tension of 115 tons. This re- Suspended truss sections were lifted into place and attached to 24.5 inch cables. moved all stretch and provided The weight of the cable and wire alone is 12,500 tons. 
means of accurate measurement. 
The rope was then cut to its de- cable is 24, inches. Each wire is on barges and towed to their posi- 
sired length and sockets installed — .196 inches, or about 13/64 inches, _ tion in the bridge. 
on the ends. in diameter. The total weight of The erection of the truss sections 

The suspender ropes were the cable, wire, and fittings is was accomplished by wheel hoisted to their position (39 foot — 12,500 tons. There is a total of 368 mounted lifting struts operating on 
intervals) on the main cable by a vertical hanging suspender ropes, top of the main cables, two each hoist which rode along the main spaced 39 feet apart. The sus- | way from the main towers. The cable. These suspenders were very pender ropes are 2% inches in _ struts frame-work was made up of straight and relatively stiff which diameter. These ropes vary in a 30 foot boom section of a der- kept them from becoming tangled length from a few feet to 720 feet. rick and 19 foot extensions welded even in a relatively high wind. The longest ones weigh 7200 to each end. 

When all suspender ropes were pounds each The wheels of the struts were 
hung in position the main cables made up of 8 inch steel pipe cores were covered with a heavy red Placing of Stiffening Truss Sections surrounded by several thicknesses 
lead paste and wrapped with .162 The Mackinac Bridge is de- of ¥% inch laminated plywood. The 
inch galvanized wire. At the an- igned for H20-S16 . outer surface was turned by a lathe . signe ‘or 2 truck and é 5 : chorages the main cables were en- trailer loading, and for a wind °° match the 2414 inch diameter 
losed in a “splay saddle”, because : & main cables. £ play saddle , pressure of 50 psf (120 mph) he liftine struts had f. ails from here the individual strands combined with dead load. The fie ting ty nal oer sets 

would diverge as they stretch to truss sections are used to support a ifting : s. uD up-ar- 
their separate anchorages in eye- the roadway and help give the cee coal const hois ing the 

bars. Each main cable consists. of bridge its aerodynamic stability. om tg preneuver’ in Aoisting the 12,580 wires, which when stretched truss sections into position for at- 
out would reach 41,000 miles, c . tachment to the wire rope. sus- 
These wires make up 37 strands onstruction penders. 
with a 38th stiffening strand be- The truss sections were prefabri- Hoisting Operations 
tween anchorage and cable sup- cated on shore in 80 foot sections. The hoisting was sychronized by 
port pier. The diameter of the These sections were then loaded telephone from the point of erec- 

tion. To keep the sections level, in 
rE hoisting, two giant levels were 
Se made to permit leveling in four di- 

: eu ee rections. These levels were 10 foot, 
; Te 4 ie white wooden boxes containing an 

ee ne : 8 inch black ball. One level was 
; oo etal las = ili ‘ located on the top chord of a truss 

Bela i a Sin " a) iim member, the other on one of the 

a ne es: seach section was raised into 
- r— position, it was loosely connected 

_ in ba to the preceding section, since all 
bo ei. = the holes did not come into align- 

ment until the full dead load of 
The completed Mackinac under the lights as seen from the northwest. (Continued on page 44) 
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Which of the following are practical applications ~ 

of COPPER or COPPER ALLOYS 2 

‘| Os 1. Ship fittings. Now try your hand at these 4 

O 2. Television antennae. True-False Selections: a 

O #3. Heat sinks for missile nose cones. O 11. Proved copper reserves have decreased a 

O #4. Architectural extrusions. in the last 20 years. OT, OF. a 

a O 5. Prefabricated plumbing lines. O 12. te ee ane : 

O 6. Pipelines for sodium hydroxide. C0 13. The green patina of copper can be = 

0 +7. Collector vanes for solar heating. developed artificially. OT, OF. . 

0 8. Resistance heating elements. Oo 1. ae on oe be : 

Oo Beseemeyeltny ee O 15. Nickel Silver is an alloy of nickel and | 

O 10. Gold-plated jewelry. silver. OT, OF. o 

1. Yes. Copper, and many of its alloys, have and firmly soldered, it lends itself well 

excellent resistance to salt water corro- to prefabrication. The few unassembled 

sion. joints are soldered on the site, eliminat- 

ing the use of threaded fittings. 

2. No. The important properties of copper 

are not needed and lighter, cheaper 6. Yes. Copper-nickel alloys have good re- 

metals are usually used. sistance to many alkalies and are often 

used in contact with them. 

3. Yes. Copper’s high heat conductivity 

protects the delicate instruments inside 7. Yes. Large vanes of copper are black- 

by quickly dissipating the surface heat ened and mounted on a roof to collect 

of re-entry. the sun’s rays. The high thermal con- 

ductivity of copper makes it very efficient 

4. Yes. Architectural bronze extrudes read- for this use. The copper carries the heat 

ily and is used for a wide variety of ar- to a circulating water system. 

chitectural shapes. 

8. No. The conductivity of copper and its 

5. Yes. Because copper tubing can be easily alloys is too high for this purpose. 
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9. Yes. Here the current is introduced 14. False. Good joints between copper or 
through the electrodes to the parts to copper alloy parts can be made by sol- 
be welded. Several copper alloys are dering, brazing or welding. 
well suited for this use because of their 
high strength at elevated temperatures. 15. False. The Nickel Silvers are copper 

alloys. They derive their name from 
10. Yes. The low-zinc brasses are easily their silver-like color. A typical com- 

worked and are readily plated for high- position is 65% copper, 18% nickel, 17% 
quality costume jewelry. Most copper zinc, and no silver at all. 

alloys ished themselves well to polishing The copper alloys, of which there are 

and plating. more than forty that are standard and 

many more that are special in current 
11. False. Reserves have increased. Pub- y P te 

. . gee use, have many properties just as 
lished figures are no indication of long . oe Bcc aa 

yay . unique as this “silver” that isn’t silver. 
run availability or total mineral de- sai: 

. . . If you’d like to learn more about them, 
posits. The industry lists only those re- : , s . ” or if you really flunked this quiz, send serves which have been “proved” for é 5 . diate devel t. Since th for your copy of “A Guide to Copper 
mame ie i “he opmen . ‘the © cop- and its Alloys.” The Copper & Brass 
ttn ‘t vy th, ea, ese y ie Research Association, 420 Lexington 
he oO; RAVE “len nx tly on be Avenue, New York 17, N. Y., will be 
ure copper supplies are vastly greater happy to:supply ii 

than any known “reserve” figures would 

indicate. | Biddin > 
meen = on 2 ane . ra 

12. True. Free-Cutting Brass usually can ‘ celia er 
be turned at maximum spindle speed A GUIDE TO eae eh 
and many other copper alloys at high COPPER pe a] “a's | 
speeds. A large number of copper alloys AND ITS ne | 4 6 

are available for easy machining. ALLOYS” eile my Ro 

13. True. The Copper & Brass Research 28-page booklet issued by the Copper | 
Association has developed a spray & Brass Research Asscciation covers i 

: the Coppers, Brasses, Bronzes, Nick- i 
Process es has been successfully el Silvers and special alloys. The i 
used to give architectural and orna- histories, properties and applications ! 

‘ ‘ of each class of metals are reviewed 4 
mental parts an attractive green pains in the illustrated text and tables. 
much faster than nature would do it. Write for your copy. Address Copper | 

& Brass Research Association, 420 | 

Lexington Avenue, New York 17,N.Y. f 
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Westinghouse Electric Corporation engineer Paul Halpine makes a last minute check of this plastic and steel model of the 
nuclear reactor, or atomic furnace, which will be used in the nation’s first full-scale atomic power plant for generating electricity 

at Shippingport, Pa. The model shows that the uranium core, or “heart” of the reactor, is located at the base of the reactor. 
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Reactors— 

iingi ing Questi 

by Rudolph F. Wirth 

The problems of atomic power reactors deal with engineering feasibility and 

economics. Various types of reactors are here explained and illustrated. 

HE unknown problems of 525 degrees F. This will produce by replacing uranium with thorium 
atomic power reactors being saturated steam at a pressure of and U-233. Furthermore, a higher 
investigated are mainly engi- 600 pounds per square inch. The pressure will raise thermal  effi- 

neering questions: How practical steam will then go to a conven- ciency and lower cost. 

is sodium as a coolant? How long tional turbine which should gen- : ape 
can a high pressure radioactive erate a net electrical output of Experimental Boiling-Water 
water system be kept leakproof? — more than 60,000 kilowatts, Reactor (EBWR) 
Will the slightly radioactive tur- The high pressure core will be One obvious way to improve the 

bine or the steam boiler be an im- contained in a carbon-steel vessel performance of a water-cooled re- 

portant maintenance problem? The nine feet in diameter, coated with actor is to eliminate one circula- 

following descriptions will show stainless steel. The uranium will be tion loop and generate turbine 

that the reactors are intended pri- distributed in a tight cluster of steam directly in the core instead 

marily to answer such questions of metallic fuel elements. of a separate housing. The pressure 

engineering feasibility and eco- The PWR will need few control of the system would be lowered 

nomics. rods because the expansion of the because the highest pressure in the 
water as the temperature goes up reactor would be that in the tur- 

Water Reactors allows neutrons to leak out more bine. This type of reactor, as 

The first three types of reactors easily. Such a system is inherently shown in Fig. 3, is the expenmen- 
to be described are those using self-stabilizing. Each high pressure tal boiling walt reactor to be built 

water as a coolant. The water will component :is enclosed in a gas- by Argonne Nation! Laboratory. 
be either ordinary water or heavy tight pressure vessel to prevent the It will ase! slightly enriched ura- 

water. Two reasons water will be possibility of a nuclear Tuna way. nium like PWR, Esa Eicoitoom could 
used, in spite of its low thermal The whole reactor system will be be used as well. Thorium might 

efficiency, are: (1) water is plenti- underground. make the reactor a breeder if 
Y> Pp. i : 

ful; (2) most important, it is the The PWR is less experimental heavy water were used as the cool- 

only common coolant which is also than the other reactors because the Aut, However, ordinary water will 
a amadéeratar; submarine reactor has already be used instead because of the dif- 

demonstrated the feasibility of the — ficulty and expense of making a 
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) high-pressure water system and watertight turbine to use with 

pioneered some of the necessary heavy water. 

The reactor shown in Fig. 2 was equipment. None of the estimates Roughness of operation caused 

designed by the Westinghouse — of cost suggest that PWR will be by the boiling is the main uncer- 

Electric Corporation. Its principle economical; in fact, the choice of tainty about EBWR. The density 

is that of the reactors used to water cooling and moderation was of the moderator fluctuates as_ it 

power submarines. However, the a result of the requirement for re- boils and this density change af- 

fuel used in PWR will be slightly liable nuclear power rather than fects the leakage of neutrons. 

enriched natural uranium instead cheap nuclear power. Therefore the power level will fluc- 

of highly enriched U-235. The Several paths lead toward more _ tuate and the higher level causes 

core will generate approximately economical power than the PWR. greater fluctuation. This means 

300,000 kilowatts of heat, which As new techniques are developed, that the direct boiler must operate 

will be transferred to a heat ex- the cost of producing fuel elements at a lower power level per unit 

changer by circulating water at a for reactors will decrease. volume than the PWR circulator. 

pressure of 2000 pounds _ per Neutron economy can also be The General Electric Company 

square inch and a temperature of improved by using heavy water or (Continued on next page) 
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GEMERATOR — TuREWE of reactivity at the rate of .8 per- 
¢ q cent per second. Such a rise in any 

assiow oi UP on Pus? - a : - heterogeneous reactor would almost 
PRODUCTS oO”, /1\ . ceaan certainly cause violent and danger- 

/ ! > / / ous pressure surges. 

yp ; ae a) J HH h \ pxciancet? | Nuclear stability of the homo- 
/ | oY ( ji HI TI é geneous system is acquired only by 

. i i “] | [eeaczon . I? handling billions of curies of ra- 
SOs oO CO o| \ = : dioactivity in solution under high 
a 4 4 ' Os tae | pressure. Nuclear safety requires 

YO \ \ 2 “pe :CONGRETE | gS ye absolute leaktightness and material 

BETA jpecay BETA lDECaY control. The HRE-2 is being built 
i 1 Fig. 2.—Pressurized water reactor. to establish the feasibility and 
Ov Ov reliability of such a system. 

Fig, 1.—Fuel breeding cycle. one million in a few tenths of a HRE-2 will be followed by a 
second. However, as soon as the larger reactor called HTR with a 

likes the mechanical simplicity of | water is heated the reactor levels heat output of at least 65,000 kilo- 
EBWR and thinks its power level off to a steady output. The initial watts. HTR will contain thorium 
is high enough to be of interest as flow of cooler water causes a rise in heavy water and manufacture 

a long-term possibility. 

Homogeneous Reactor (HRE—2) 

The circulating-water system and 
the direct boiler reactors have diffi- TURBINE GENERATOR 
culties because the fuel, modera- 

tor, and coolant are separate. The | i 
homogeneous reactor, shown in 
Figure 4, was introduced to over- 
come these difficulties. iy =} aed 

The fuel (uranium or thorium) s be. 

in a homogeneous reactor is dis- “gs Se te 
solved in water in the form of a 2s ms 
salt. The solution is then circulated 4 . ak re 

through pumps and heat exchang- Ff (i oe ld 
ers to extract the heat produced by oa |i Ge : lee 
the fissioning atoms. The exchang- >. ) 7 
ers will generate high-pressure, a 1 Cree) is ; 

nonradioactive steam. A direct- le at QJ aw) ine ms 
boiling homogeneous reactor would yp —H|_— se 
be unsatisfactory because — the ace H =| B are 
steam would be extremely raclio- gates = 
active. OFM Fy } b> REACTOR 

Two homogeneous reactors are ~ 7] |- H CORE 
being built, the first of which will - i = ll 
generate only 5000° kilowatts of Lo eee 
heat. It will be called HRE-2 and OPH rT |] | ne | 
its purpose will be to explore en- P27 Ty “sf PUMP 
gineering problems. It will con- : | 7 | aa 
sist of a spherical vessel in which v ‘ — 
the fuel solution will circulate =. ee es s- 
through a core shaped so the fluid ve Aa i wld te Te Be 
will become critical and heat up. ae [7 4 <J-ROD 
After leaving the core, it will travel wget _—i BY i 

through piping shaped to quench os 7 a. CONTRO | 
any chain reaction. cele i nie 

The most remarkable aspect of . 4 : coh ea STORAGE : 
the homogeneous reactor is its aw I ‘hoe TANK 
simplicity. There are no mechan- teen oer apn 
ical control rods because the sys- bo py 
tem is completely self-regulating. Ss CONGRETE Sem ee 
As cooler and more reactive fluid is Pe eg ee 
pumped into the core, the power 
is increased by a factor of almost Fig. 3.—Experimental boiling-water reactor. 
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= SS GENERATOR TURBINE PUMP 

- ar q 7 -——— 

La] a a | _ie 
AASB flere rear | ares wo 7 oe fe s 3 R ot EA ik 4, EXCHANGER ¥ ig [one : 

vee 2 EXCHANGER YER EE IE : 5 aa 
cd rt —| —— FISSION t ote eb 4, PRODUCTS P 

vee EACTOR ape ir , {| t : 

¥ ‘ irl af, PUMP Qe | cobb iS 

oe —| f=] Ie] {- *  —-- ——— 4 a , . = =| I- rs % ~ F i 
eae — == 2 len el eae ae a i" “> oo Sa ee -A ’ 
=. — ———- _ "a gi me 7 REACTOR 
rere — na ' CORE { a 
© g mF, ° oss % 3 : wee FUELT xf 7 PUMP! 
De pt wecrion SJ oe 

+. CONCRETE 0 = —__ ii. 
Ob Serge tb ee og! . “[Q0_REFLECTO 
— - : * Jisa) (CONCRETE:?2. 0 5° 

Fig. 4.—Homogeneous reactor. 

the U. S. There are several devel- 
opment possibilities which may 
lower the cost to 4 or 5 mills if 

ECONDARY they are successful. These are: (1) 
HEAT simplification of ae expensive so- 

dium plumbing; (2) operation as 
GENERATOR TURBINE EXCHANGER a breeder or near-breeder with 

thorium; (3) improvement in the 
fuel elements to allow a higher 

] —/ burn-up than the one percent sug- 
gested as the economic minimum. 

A sodium reactor can be oper- 
ated at very high temperatures 

L which gives it a greater thermal 
efficiency than a water-cooled sys- 

Fig. 5.—Sodium reactor experiment. tem. The best water system has the 

advantage of greater simplicity. 
(Continued on page 56) 

U-233 in a thorium blanket. It is heat from the reactor sodium to eres a ee ae 
hoped that it will be the first the steam generator to avoid con- ~_ | CONCRETE SE wer 
thorium thermal breeder. tact between the steam and the totes | excHANGER 2 

The inherent difficulties of a  T@dioactive sodium.  S= 3 
homogeneous reactor connected , ; ait ee ws . 
with radioactive and corrosive | Sedium Reactor Experiment (SRE) ia He iy 
fluids under pressure make the In the sodium reactor experi- Pa Na [| 
probability of success less than in ment, shown in Figure 5, which vee Me : 
more conservative types. Yet the — was designed by North American REACTOR ITs ¥ 
incentive is so great that a major Aviation, Inc., sodium instead of CORE A - 
effort has been launched to solve water flows past and cools the fuel C 
the difficulties. elements. The reactor has a graph- pum 

ite moderator with the fuel in TURBINE 
Sodium Reactors tubes running through it. qb | seGonpaRY 

The remaining two reactors are From the nuclear standpoint, the nen exeincer 
grouped together because of sim- 20,000 kilowatt reactor is conserva- l 
ilarity of coolants and external tive and should be successful. 
equipment. In both reactors, steam However, its power cost is esti- 
heated by hot sodium will operate mated to be between 8 and 10 L_} 
turbogenerators. An intermediate mills per kilowatt hour, which is Fig. 6.—Experimental breeder 
fluid will be incorporated to carry somewhat high for competition in reactor—II. 
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by Robert F. Frederick ce’59 

In this article the author explains merits of prestressed concrete which provides 

higher tensile strength without disadvantages that occur in reinforced concrete. 

ONCRETE has a compressive strain of the mild steel, and this higher than 2000 Ib. per sq. in. 
C strength equal to many times would cause wide cracks ina beam plus the tensile strength of the 

its tensile strength. It is quite under a working load. concrete. This is the principle of 
easy to make concrete with a Prestressed concrete is the solu- prestressed concrete. The compres- 

crushing strength of more than tion for these weaknesses. Suppose Sion introduced by the external 
6000 pounds per square inch after we apply a uniform pressure in all pressure applied to the beam is the 
28 days, but it is more difficult to directions of 2000 Ib. per sq. in. to “prestress”. 
obtain tensile strengths higher than a plain concrete beam. If this 
350 Ib. per sq. in. at the same age. beam were placed on supports and Reinforced Concrete vs. Pre- 

This is why concrete is reinforced forces caused to act on it, it would stressed Concrete 
with steel bars placed in the direc- not crack so long as the load alone For a comparison we will first 
tion in which the tensile forces act. did not create tensile stresses design an ordinary reinforced con- 
The tensile strength of concrete is , 
so small that it is often neglected. FW O02 LL LLL TTA TO HI 

crete on the tension side of a re- Co i) ne Poe AY ky ‘ 

inforced concrete beam is gener- Ree : 

conform to the normal strain in the — BY Va Ve a FF .-=—r™rt 

Another weakness of reinforced 4 GOS IE ee a a ©=—hhehmeseeee 
concrete is that the size of a beam Go NW ee Sua eS ee 

is often determined by diagonal Lea es cases ' 4 
tension. If the shearing force is fe ghett= (7 cme : st 
high a very large beam is needed ‘ees Tem . @ 
and, in such a case, the dead load eg: ae eee eee er Cea a) a 

becomes too great for practical a i & al Kj Ge lene — 
purposes. i a i 2 4 

Also, in reinforced concrete, full ti ey ie : 

use cannot be made of high eee Siow ee a ini te A 

strength concrete; that is, if the sie ES ee = a el 3 

size of a beam were reduced — oe pn SEE oe ee 

beyond a certain limit the amount [Semmens : i 
of reinforcement required would oie. me os ee a 
make the beam uneconomical. It a Sipe oe me ce oe 
may be thought that it would be % ; ee - ‘ os 
possible to substitute high strength a ie me : 
steel in place of the mild steel, but Walnut Lane Bridge in Philadelphia, the first maj ecasexa fieaze sn. be" Shi 

i a. <. alnul ane rh ny wha a, e first major pre SS 

this would nat work since the in this country (1949-50). The 160-ft center beams still ‘hold the U. San Sceod 
strain of the high strength steel for this type of construction, although a prestressed concrete bridge in Washington, 
would be almost six times the  D. C., will shortly better this length with a 216-ft. clear span. 
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—Photo courtesy of California Department of Highways and Public Works 
Construction view of the Richardson Bay Bridge in Marin County, Calif. This prestressed concrete bridge 

is to carry traffic on scenic highway U. S. 101. 

crete slab bridge, 66 ft. long, hav- ment is poured with the left-hand The dead load would be 400 lb. 
ing to carry its own weight plus a end against the rock and the right per sq. ft. and the stresses due to 
superimposed load of 400 Ib. per hand end a short distance from the the dead load would be 1275 lb. 
sq. ft. The slab shall have a thick- rock. After the concrete has hard- per sq. in. (compression) in the 
ness of three feet seven inches ened, a hydraulic jack is placed in top fiber and 1275 Ib. per sq. in. 
(dead load of 540 Ib. per sq. ft.) the gap between the concrete and (tension) in the bottom fiber. 
and mild steel reinforcement of the rock at the right-hand end and These stresses occur at the same 11.4 sq. in per ft. of width placed a force of 268,000 Ib. per ft. is ap- time; therefore, the combined 
three inches above the bottom of plied two inches above the bottom stresses are: 
the concrete. Due to the total load of the slab. The eccentricity of this Top fiber: — 1120 + 1275 —= 155 
of 940 lb. per sq. ft. we have the force is 14 in. Because of this force Siam § . ei : : Ib. per sq, in. (compression ) following stresses: compressive the slab deflects upwards and a. ORE a7 : Bottom fiber: 2550 — 1275 — stress in the concrete, 1430 Ib. per leaves the false work. As soon as 1275 II ene ' : 2 i 275 |b. per sq. in. (com- sq. in.; tensile stress in the steel, the slab leaves the falsework the a 3 : f ¥ pression ) 16,600 Ib. per sq. in.; diagonal ten- _ deadload goes into action. 
sion, 80 Ib. per sq. in. This is not If the 268,000 Ib. force alone When the stresses due to the su- 
a good design. The stress in the had been applied, the stresses at perimposed load are now added 
concrete is too high, and the — mid-span would be: the result is: 
amount of steel is nearly 2.4 per . . RE si | j 
cent, which, if placed in one layer 268,000 6(14) , Top fiber: 155 + 1275== 1430 . : Top fiber: =75— (1- 4) Ib. per sq. in. (compression ) would require 17% in. bars at 1% 32(12) 32 . ae ‘ oe . Bottom fiber: 1275 — 1275 — 0 in. center to center. This place- = 1120 Ib. per sq. in. 
ment of steel is impracticable if (tension) At mid-span there is no tensile 
not impossible. ension }. stress. 
Now assume that the bridge is The diagonal tension is calcu- : . 268,000 6(14) . 5 to span a trench cut into rock and Bottom fiber: 39/19) (1 + 35 lated to be 15 Ibs. per sq. in. 

that the supports are rock. After 9 32( 2) ee To sum up, a slab of ordinary the false work is erected a concrete == 2550 Ib. per sq. in. reinforced concrete has a thickness 
slab 32 in. thick with no reinferce- (compression ). (Continued on next page) 
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of 3 ft. 7 in. and a high amount bars now produce the same effect. are placed around a helical spring, 

of steel. For the prestressed slab as did the jack. The steel used in and the resulting cable is inserted 

the thickness is 2 ft. 8 in. and no this case would be a high tension in a hole formed in the beam by 

steel is required. The stress in the _ steel in order to obtain the desired a removable rubber core. Other 

conerete has remained at 1430 Ib. stress, and the concrete would con- possibilities would be to have the 

per sq. in. and the diagonal tension __sist of good cement, good grading, cable in a metal sheath or wrapped 

has been reduced from 80 Ib. per little water, and proper curing. in bituminous paper and laid in 

sq. in. to 15 Ib. per sq. in. This is | place before the concrete _ is 

the result of prestressing. Methods of Prestressing poured. The prestress is obtained 

Instead of placing the slab in There are two principal meth- by stretching at the same time all 

compression with the aid of a jack ods of prestressing, postensioning the wires of a cable by a hydraulic 

another method may be used, The and pretensioning. The first method jack. 

false work is erected and on it at is accomplished by stretching the Advantages of this system are 

the required height, round steel cables after the concrete has hard- that the securing of the wires is 

bars are placed, each in a metal ened; the latter is done by stretch- not expensive and the stretching | 

casing, to prevent bond between — ing the cables or wires before the force is obtained quickly. Some 

the concrete and steel. The bars concrete is placed. disadvantages are that by stretch- 

extend beyond the end of the slab i. ing all the wires of a cable at once 

and are threaded at the ends. The — Pestensioning all the wires may not have the 

concrete is then placed and al- M. Freyssinet’s Method, The M. same stress, and to produce the re- 

lowed to harden. Nuts are then — Freyssinet method consists of using quired force, large and expensive 

fitted on the end of the bars and cables with wires of 0.2 in. or 0.276 jacks are needed. 

tightened to produce a stress of in. in diameter. The = number The Belgian Sandwich Cable. 

about 16,000 Ib. per sq. in. The — of wires per cable is 12, The wires The Belgian Sandwich method 

sme Segawa eis amc was devised by Gustave Magnel. 

Gow SS sOHe maintained that the wires must 

: Se say, é oo 8 be placed in a definite order and 

< : WT a 
NG df ie ae ee. stretched at one time to obtain 

. : Se uniform stress. The wires would 

: . aw i} aa co: be held in spacers of four wires 

— -.. = to a horizontal layer. The cable 

sf “TENSION —? © ee that was made up of these wires 
is CEERETLSE a : Se would be encased in a_ metal 

: oe sheath or holes would be formed 
; De ae ee oe in the concrete to enable the cable 

Ho ee ee oy to be passed through the beam 
‘ oe a —\ re after the concrete has hardened. 

4 : ae eg) a oe The ends of the wires are attached 

i % ee to steel locking plates called “sand- 

ee a wich” plates. These plates are pro- 
‘ % WTI vided with wedgeshaped grooves 

: — - in which the wires are placed, two 

(Sommer CG TANO\\ 2 in each groove, and held by a steel 

< Vs = “ ae oe . i — wedge. The stretching force is ap- 

j : Zi a plied by means of a heavy hydrau- 

: : ‘ ee a The main advantage of — this 
Sa SS~™*~—sS____ method is that it permits the use 

eu ee of cables consisting of a large 
: (eee 2» a oS ie - number of wires. Disadvantages 

: ‘ ras) ee ae of are that this method is more ex- 

: ye NVQs — —~—SCSsésipeeniivee than the Freyssinet 
x ; ee : oo method, and it takes more time to 

/\ | | ~—apply the desired force. 

aff es ie ; oo. a8 a0 Electrical Prestressing. In elec- 

ee : ne — oo ee trical prestressing the bars are 

“ ~ oo Teel — stthreaded at their ends and coated 

: coors ee . with melted sulphur. The bars are 

a : . einen re var then used as ordinary reinforce- 

The principle of prestressed concrete is illustrated in simplified terms in these ment but extend beyond the end 

drawings. The conventional type of beam shown at the top can be given increased of the concrete. After the concrete 

strength by stretching the steel wires reinforcing it (middle drawing). The concrete, 

which is then under compression, is able to withstand much heavier loads than has hardened, the bars are elec- 

before. This new type of beam has been called “concrete with muscles.” trically heated. The heat melts the 
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sulphur, which causes the bond be- better than the average plasticity gets larger, the shrinkage de- 
tween the steel and the concrete and stickiness is needed. This con- creases. It is also important to have 
to be broken and elongates the bar. crete, when vibrated, should flow a well graded aggregate, 
Nuts are tightened at the end of readily into place without segrega- Admixiures are sometimes used 
the bars so that after the bars tion and bleeding. Close control is to improve early strength, reduce 
have cooled the concrete is in required with respect to grading the required amount of mixing 
compression. The sulphur solidifies of materials, batching, mixing, water, improve workability and 
again and re-establishes the bond transporting and placing. plasticity, and to reduce bleeding. 
allowing the removal of the nuts. Drying, shrinkage and creep of | This is desirable provided that 

Disadvantages of this method concrete are closely related to and these admixtures do not increase 
are possible lack of uniform pre- caused by, the removal of ab- drying shrinkage and creep. 
stress and the possibility of chem- sorbed water from the hardened The steel used in_ prestressing 
ical action of the sulphur damag- cement paste. Drying shrinkage of must be of high tensile strength. 
ing the steel and the concrete. concrete is almost proportional to i. 

the amount of mixing water used. Permissible Stresses In Pre- Pretensioning Creep is proportional to the stressed Concrete 
Hoyer's System. The Hoyer Sys- amount of hardened cement paste When a member is prestressed sii GOnSIsts cof stretchine ‘hia and the water-cement ratio. it still rests on its temporary sup- _ oe Sabaesn two. Furdlnsoms and In the construction of  pre- ports and does not carry a super- pouring thé Goticréte: into the de- stressed concrete it is important to imposed load. To allow for this it sired ‘dimensions and allowing if keep drying shrinkage and creep is reasonable to adopt a working 

toy ‘aden Then the wires ate cd at a minimum because of their ef- stress of one-third of the crushing 
. mee fect on the magnitude of the final strength at the time the prestress 

and the concrete has been pre- prestress, It is therefore advisable is established. Therefore, if the stressed. 
« . . “iiehi : . . to keep the paste content at a min- concrete has a crushing strength A disadvantage of this system is imum and water-cement ratio as of 8800 Ib. per sq. in, when the the need for strong buttresses low as possible and still get the structure is placed in normal serv- which are not cheaply built. desired strength in the concrete. ice, but only 5700 Ib. per sq. in. 

Schorer’s System. The Schorer The grading and maximum size when the member is prestressed, 
System consists of wrapping thin of aggregate have an important ef- the adoption of a working stress of 
wires around a_ high tensioned fect on shrinkage and creep. As 2200 Ib. per sq. in. is permissible 
steel tube. the maximum size of the aggregate ( Continued on page 50) 

The tube is wrapped in paper 
or a thin sheet metal to keep it / : 
from bonding to the concrete. Half oe ig ae i 
of the wires are wound in one di- oo : 2 : aa . ! rection and the other half in the . / ae . 
opposite direction. The wires are f ; / a & : 
kept away from the tube by means : ’ : é ' 
of small metal disks located on the 4 ; ee a Hy i 
tubes. The wires are then attached eee ee — é : 
to a device which consists of two ee ae eal : “ 
parts capable of sliding one along cas ne ea s ‘ : i 
the other. One part rests upon the ee i ; ae 
tube, and the other is the part eas lee . s ‘ which holds the wires. A hydraulic ' a ye aes jack rests upon the former part and ; oe } : pulls upon the latter, When the re- he fet Lo ; wf quired elongation is obtained, a ; pe ed oe ce ae 
nut is turned in order to fix the fo ee a AG Ee | 
two parts relative to each other. : ‘toma Poeeeesimretrer fetta en | The jack is then removed. Rk SAP eters pee cect pe 
When the concrete has hard- i. ae |: AA a: 

ened, the device is removed and Iie ee a4 EEL ip <i 
compression is induced in the con- ’ Pi ee a ae crete by bond. The tube is then j "j rn wae ea ne bia 
pulled out and the hole is filled Pe as Gee ey ie . oe a 
with grout. f eee » ‘| aad a neeceeeel Seeieige 

i Ve : 3 
Materials Used in Prestressing a) es es . —— Gant: ree 
In prestressed concrete construc- : OE oo " a tion, a uniform quality of concrete Scene taken during construction of a highway overpass on the Hllinois Toll Road 

aes es ; near Rockford. Beams were cast at a central casting yard and transported to the site. 5 important, To obtain this uni- Prestressing the concrete permits longer beams of shallower arch than with conven- formity a concrete mix that has tional reinforcement. 
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Horn fed parabolic reflector antenna for airborne applications. Charged aluminum particle suspended and 
controlled in a vacuum chamber by an ee 

. oscillating electric field. oe 
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The Persistor gives promise of cryogenic computer Ground based data handling equipment for processing analog and digital — 
memories with a capacity of 1,000,000 bits per reconnaissance information. ‘aa 
cubic foot and access times of 1/30 microsecond. oo 
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Data conversion system for digitizing and processing telemetered =. Electron micrograph of impact produced on _ a : = 
missile test data. oS . aluminum coated glass bya 1 micron diameter 

os particle traveling at 7,000 feet per second, 

1 
1 

. . ' Digital Computers and 
Pictorial PROGRESS REPORT 1 Gontrot Systems 

i Communications and 
1 Navigation Systems 

‘ ‘ Guided Missile Research 
The photographs above illustrate some of the recent research, 1 and Development 

\ 
3 2a 5 Infrared Systems 

development, and manufacturing activities at Ramo-Wooldridge. Elcctranic Count oneeeuves 

woe x ; a3 ' tronic Insti tati 
Work is in progress on a wide variety of projects, and positions ! Shi Vest Equipment aon 

. an . é z Basic Electronic and are available for scientists and engineers in the following fields: ; Acrenaliticel Recosrell 
1 
1 

e e 

The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation 
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 
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4 - i To make oil more useful e e fh & co to more people than ever Michigan Avenue ¥@® ~ bueras Ste ll ee 
Me ducts extensive research 

Us, Ver work. This advertisement 
_ >» was published in Midwest- O ] | a 3 7 V/s ern and Rocky Mountain we 
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Jacob G. Tolpin, expert in the field of foreign scientific developments, often is consulted by leaders in academic, government and industrial enterprises. NEW SMOKELESS OLD METHOD 
STARTING METHOD ri a 

° ° ene 
ih. a , He keeps tab on Russian scientific moves , A 

o 
s fe ett ale Wauar are Russian scientists up to petroleum technology is superior to itt tila = igre am now? their own. Standard’s research at ~ ae fis Ro” a Few people in America are better Whiting and other centers has re- =~ aa able to answer this question than a__ sulted in many important discoveries ff mn mild-mannered, unobtrusive man which have helped to make America ~~ ~ dressed like other business executives supreme in the field of petroleum and America's jets now have a new, improved smoke- on Chicago’s Michigan Avenue. to strengthen its defenses. In the last jess starter cartridge (being used in the engine There is no cloak-and-dagger few years alone, Standard scientists above, left) as the result of a Standard Oil research atmosphere surrounding Jacob G. have made outstanding contributions SO eee oat ne ob the right, was20 Tolpin. that have advanced America’s missile blocked fliess’ views of the field. It has been the daily job of Mr. program and its jet air defense. : eee Tolpin since 1937 to keep track of Since our first laboratory opened 68 — ~~ a Russian scientific advances. He is a years ago, we have spent hundreds of ~~ ECL | key man on the staff of specialists at millions of dollars to learn more about a g a Standard Oil who analyze foreign  oil—how to find it, produce it, refine yg — technical journals and patents. it and make it more useful to more ~~ ms. The primary purpose of this work people than ever before. \ ; is to keep Standard Oil research sci- 7 sd é LD entists informed of developments What makes a company a good citizen? if yume =a —_— throughout the world. But the work One measure is the contribution a og es , = = ey has broader significance. Standard Oil company makes to the economic and a ye a po r pene furnishes important foreign technical physical strength of its country.  —- & CO Foe | met t data to nationally important bodies Through constant and intensive re- | 4 eas | = and to libraries, such as the Library search, we at Standard have tried to > 2 eS We of Congress. The knowledge gained make oil yield its maximum useful- R aise ist t lub: fe 

. gs . ai one ibe ‘adiation-resistan' icants itomi 
from the foreign periodicals thus is ness—both for civilian and military plests ane andor atnly eer rome power made available to all. purposes. Steadily mounting efficiency _Gratories. Seymour Meyerson, above, is engaged in Even the Russians admit, says Mr. also has helped to keep the price of oil pioneering work in this new field. He isan authority Tolpin, that American knowledge of | and gasoline down. ond Derek eraed shattering of molecules by elec- 

& 
fin, 
“STANDARD | 

wp STANDARD OIL COMPANY Sie SIGW:oe-encommce:. 
THROUGH RESEARCH 
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The Handy C t 

by P. A. Markstrom me’59 

This article explains in simple terms the components, functional 

divisions, programming, and operation of an office size computer. 

An illuminating discussion of the binary system is also included. 

HE type of machine consid- ist as required by large machines. computer _ operates numerically. 

"[iest in this report is the This direct operation allows deci- | Three number systems in common 

small, mobile, cabinet con- sions to be made during operation —_use today are the Arabic decimal, 

tained, externally programmed, __ if it becomes apparent that a given octal and binary systems, based on 

electronic digital computer. This method is not progressing satis- ten, eight and two digits respec- 

type of equipment is ideally suited factorily. tively, These number systems are 

as a tool for the engineer or scien- A complete understanding of the similar in their operation; the 

tist for exploring theory, simulating problem by the operator allows binary system, however, is most at- 

actual conditions, serving as an his- many advantages to be realized tractive to computer design men 

torical record of past problem — that only become obvious during because of the simplicity of phys- 

solutions, as well as performing problem solution. Operation by the __ ical representation of its digits (0 

routine, everyday work, Although engineer often will prevent sense- and 1), and the resulting speed of 

much of the material in this report less answers or occurrence of blind machine calculation. Physically, a 

applies to any small digital com- alley stops. A hidden asset lies in digit in the binary system may be 

puter, the IBM 610 Automatic the necessity of the engineer— represented as a switch position on 

Decimal Point Computer is used operator to clarify and organize his or off, a hole punched or not, or 

for illustrative purposes. problem in his own mind prior to any element in one of two possible 

The small computer has the dis- and during programming. All of _ stable states. This reduces machine 

tinct advantage of being operated these factors, of course, cause ex- multiplication to repeated addi- 

directly by the user, eliminating — ecutives and engineers alike to tion, and division to repeated sub- 

the need for, and the difficulties look with favor on the use of the traction. These operations are 

arising from, the employment of an small computer. easily carried out by the computer 

intermediate programming special- As the name implies, the digital at high speeds without the neces- 

sity of a built-in multiplication 
table. 

re yw - oe Another advantage of using the 

on y  —— 27 fil : ee binary system is in the transfer of 

ae a - r Tet ft oa eee information within the computer. 

re we (aq ee | x oe Internal digit transfer in a machine 

om ‘ 2 ae a s Ec ( using a binary number system is 

" ae ae a / ( ‘ _ quite easily accomplished by either 

— —_— cd 2 sending or not sending a pulse to 

-. (" Wee ass ~ FF : represent either of the two binary 

= a Ld feeds PLES EES >... digits. In machines using other 

hk. 2 “iS $tetege number systems a code consisting 

F d . / ot i ae Le of combinations of binary elements 

N ‘io | ee to represent digits is used. F — 
- 6 FF .F o represent digits is used. For ex 

a—— | ee ample, a simple machine code 

: Cc 28 7 : _ could be constructed using a pat- 

. tern of four elements having one 

The IBM 610 Automatic Decimal Point Computer. of two possible states. 
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Digit 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Multiplication and division can 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oO xX X be performed in octal or binary 
0 0 0 0 x x x x 0 0 arithmetic in the same manner as 

Code 0 0 xX Xx 0 0 xX x 0 0 in decimal mode. To be noted is 
0 xX 0 Xx 0 x 0 X 0 X the fact that multiplication tables 

in the decimal and octal systems 
In this code a pattern of four aid in performing multiplication 
binary elements or “bits” repre- to develop other number systems and division, but these two proc- 
sents each digit. The machine — which may have advantages under esses are reduced to their simplest 
recognizes the digit 1 as the pat- certain conditions. form of repetitive addition or sub- 
tern (000X), the digit 2 as the pat- sles : . ,, traction in the binary system. The 
tern (00X0), etc. The digit three s One eleer cepiay of we aiiee latter are lengthy procedures to : ystems referred to previously is 
is represented as 2 (00X0) plus] age by a table of equivalents or CY out manually but are of no 
(000X) or (OOXX) and in the simply a counting table: " consequence to a machine. At any 
same manner 5 is represented as” . fable: rate, there is no necessity in either 
the coded 4 plus 1. The digits or Decimal Octal Binary manual or machine operations to 

characters are then combined to 0 0 0 refer to multiplication tables in the 
form groups of characters or a 1 i 1 binary system. 

“word”, For example, if the ma- 2 2 10 Returning once again to number 

chine had a word length of 4 representation: the familiar dec- 
characters the number 1632 could 3 3 ll imal method of representing num- 

be expressed in code as the word 4 4 100 bers by the sum of their individual 
0 0 0 0 5 o 101 digits times a specific power of the 
0 X 0 0 6 6 110 number base 10 is easily extended 
0 x x x 7 7 111 to the octal and binary systems 

Xx 0 X O. 8 10 1000 using number bases 8 and 2: 

. 9 EL 1001 The decimal number (392) ,,—= 
in all Arabic number systems a 10 12 1010 3% 102+9 10! +2 10° 

digit can have various values de- . 

pending on its position in the num- Another exhibit of the charac- The octal number (463), = 4 
ber. That is, the number 165.54 is teristics of the three systems is +6 xX B+ 3x & 
the sum of the number 100, 60, 5, found in examination of several The binary number (101),—1 

5, and .04; or the sum of the digits basic arithmetic operations in each x?+0xK 2+1x 2 
time powers of ten: of the systems: a 2 ess 

1x 10 +6 x 10'4+5 x 10° + Decimal Octal Binary 

5X 10% + 4 x 10% Addition: 6 5 6 5 1 110 
+7 +4 afe 7 +4 +1 +10 

This use of powers of ten is char- _ _ _ = = —— 
acteristic of the decimal Arabic 13 9 16 11 10 1000 

number system, No reason exists = Gubeuetion; 0 9 10 4 10 1001 
for the use of only ten distinct _5 3 6 _7 = =10 

digits (ten different values or ten _ _ _ _ _ ___ 
individual states), so it is logical 5 6 5 4 1 111 

rn ag 002 esses Fram ota 
/ a a vi Ht hi A a to binary and conversely is imme- 

ly ~~, SE a diately apparent: 
Sg lle a eal . . ee ND ye a 100101), =1 x 27+ 0 24 

ae hie x 4 ve } ie i Ox 2! + 1x 2 a oi hae A he y =4% 2° 10%2%« 28 

i i 40K 244% W 
| \ 40%2K 2°41 

| : x 2° 
: =4x 8+0x8'+0 

x8+4~x 840 
xX 8 + 1X 8 

a =4x 8 +5 x 8 
aa = (45), 

: te 
Nf The conversion from binary to 

octal can be made mentally, then, 

The entire computer is within easy reach. by grouping the binary digits in 
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sets of three and replacing the however, that the small computer _ ing of elements is that of the phys- 
group by the equivalent in octal: is a distinct machine with indi- ical units: keyboard, cabinet, and 

(100-111 010 110/101), = ei Sees ne apegiHE typewriter. A second broad group- 
(47265), abilities different irom those of a ing is that of the functional com- 

(4 7 2 6/ 353). arge computer ms Fue! ho ponents: eet eae control, 

puter is not a “scaled down” large — memory, and arithmetic. 
computer. It is designed to fulfill 

and CONN ersely: ‘i: c o arvety ic ; specific needs of scientists and en- . 
$3 16 7), (100 O11 001 110 gineers requiring a relatively in- Physical Components 

111), expensive machine with capabil- Keyboard, The keyboard serves 

ities above those of the desk cal- as an information input device and 
Manual conversion from dec- culator but not as complex as a machine monitor. The keys repre- 

imal to binary and octal and the large machine. In fulfilling these senting the decimal or octal digits 
reverse is a more tedious task, but needs, speed has been balanced as well as all manual commands 

these conversions generally can be with simplicity and economy. Size are located here. A small cathode- 
performed by the machine. and weight have been reduced ray-tube for visual inspection of 

: . without impairing ease of opera- storage register content is located 
/ In SUNS where great speed tion. An externally stored program in the upper left corner of the 

is nat a requirement, operation i and the ability of storage registers panel, and monitor lights for 

decimal mode is of advantage in to add and subtract directly have checking operation status are above 

that input and output, as well as allowed the reduction of the the kevs. 

any check on intermediate results, memory unit capacity, reducing . 
are in the form most usable to the cost accordingly. . Cabinet. The cabinet is mounted 

engineer. In large machines where A typical large digital computer on wheels to provide mobility and 
speed is of the utmost importance yay have a high speed magnetic houses ane et proper: ; 

the binary” system is most advan- core type memory with a slower contains the ee _ Seuey: sd 

tageous. To bridge the gap be- drum type auxiliary memory, giv- the computer, the storage ae 
tween the two, the small computer ing a total capacity Bt OveE “40,000 arithmetic units, control circuitry, 

is equipped with an octal system. words, Operating speeds may reach control panel and PIOBLATNUNE 
This system, inherently the same 40,000 operations per second for Hind iGaits “tape Patapment: 
as binary, allows easy number con- simple operations (additions, sub- Typewriter. One mean of auto- 
version and needs only one-third tractions, shifts, etc.). A control matic output printing is the elec- 
as many digits for number repre- unit is placed internally, instruc- tric typewriter. In addition to auto- 

sentation. Thus a small computer tions are loaded into memory (an matic control of the typewriter 

can be used to advantage in con- internally stored program) and, by the computer, control may be 
junction with a large computer for under internal control, the large assumed by the operator to allow 

testing logic, scaling, and de- machine is capable of executing manual typing. 
bugging parts of programs which thousands of instructions per sec- . 
are to be run on the large com- ond, This is opposed to the mag- . i 
puter, netic drum type memory of a Functional Divisions 

Since the small computer oper- small computer, which has a Input. The input devices— 

ates in decimal or octal arithmetic Capacity of approximately 100 punched cards, punched tape, key- 
and utilizes a keyboard allowing Words for data storage only. Op- board or control panel—are the op- 
the direct entry of the digits, op- erating speeds of these small ma-  erator’s means of communication 
eration is straightforward. Basic chines are in the order of .28 sec- with the machine. Input may be 
commands are presented in their onds per operation for simple op- — manual (keyboard) or automatic 
commonly recognized form on the erations. No internal storage of in- (all other devices), The operator 
keys) +, -, K, +, V, =X, structions is possible with the is in command of the input center 
keeping the machine operation small computer. Instructions are at all times, although he may dele- 
comfortably close to the engineers’ dispatched manually or from ex- gate his command if he desires. 

way of thinking. Continuous com- ternal input units. . This slows One effective means of reliev- 

mand control allows the operator own manual operation time but ing the operator of manually ex- 
to advance the solution of his  Teduces programming complexity. ecuting information input is to 
problem at his own pace, includ- ot ot the small computer is prepare a control panel to function 
ing planned stop sets, continua- ther ft spnsidernbly less than automatically in a prearranged or- 
tion, reading out intermediate re- that of the large computer. While der according to appropriately 
sults at predetermined or critical large machines may sell at $3,000,- plugged-in wire connections The 
places, and automatic testing of vn 2 eee computer ven be pur- panel has all the abilities of the 
magnitudes for further decisions. Chased for as little as $20,000. keyboard with the additional ad- 

Quite naturally there is a tend- , vantage of automatic step progres- 
ency to compare characteristics of Machine Components sion or modification. If navessary, 
the large and small computers, The computer system is readily data may be inserted in the cor- 
and indeed some. similarity does divided into two major divisions. rect places by causing the panel 
exist. It is important to recognize, The first and most obvious group- (Continued on page 60) 
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Why Lockheed — oy ft. | 
Lockheed’s leadership in aircraft is continuing in missiles. The Missile 2 2 oF oF 
Systems Division is one of the largest in the industry and its reputation ia LS . ' % . 
is attested by the number of high-priority, long-term projects it holds: ih i Loe . CC * . : . fh ee the Polaris IRBM, Earth Satellite, Kingfisher (Q-5) and the X-7. PE Po — 
To carry out such complex projects, the frontiers of technology in all 4 a oo | 4 ‘ : ‘ —_ -_- io areas must be expanded. Lockheed’s laboratories at Sunnyvale and ae a ! i 
Palo Alto, California, provide the most advanced equipment for research | ay asia: oe 

: : ee aagege < oo ae aie Ve and development, including complete test facilities and one of the a a i 4 ‘ ¢ ‘ii, ae ye 
most up-to-date computing centers in the nation. Employee benefits oe " 4 . Pi : . i. ‘ 4 are among the best in the industry. 4 * : 

For those who qualify and desire to continue their education, the ie hk x < 
Graduate Study Program enables them to obtain M.S. or Ph.D degrees git S % 
at Stanford or the University of California, while employed in their : 
chosen fields at Lockheed. ae 2 

Lockheed Missile Systems Division was recently honored at the first ae 
National Missile Industry Conference as “the organization that . i z 
contributed most in the past year to the development of the art of ‘ a 
missiles and astronautics”” ie or 

For additional information, write Mr. R. C. Beverstock, College : 
Relations Director, Lockheed Missile Systems Division, ; 
Sunnyvale , California. 

/ ee Lockheed / wissiLe sysTEMS DIVISION 
SUNNYVALE, PALO ALTO, VAN NUYS, SANTA GRUZ, VANDENBERG AFB, CALIFORNIA 

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA * ALAMOGORDO, NEW MEXICO 
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Herbert Spencer...on the genesis of science 

“Without further argument it will, we think, be admitted knowledge are simply scientific fictions: good, if regarded 

that the sciences are none of them separately evolved — merely as aids to study; bad, if regarded as representing 

are none of them independent either logically or histori- realities in Nature. No facts whatever are presented to our 

cally; but that all of them have, in a greater or less degree, senses uncombined with other facts — no facts whatever 

required aid and reciprocated it. Indeed, it needs but to but are in some degree disguised by accompanying facts: 

throw aside hypotheses, and contemplate the mixed disguised in such a manner that all must be partially 

character of surrounding phenomena. to see at once that understood before any one can be understood.” 

these notions of division and succession in the kinds of —The Genesis of Science, 1854 

THE RAND CORPORATION, SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 

A nonprofit organization engaged in research on problems related to national security and the public interest 
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The biggest construction job in history is under way. 
It’s the building of a vast new network of Interstate 
Highways. Miles and miles of highway. For trucking. 
For travel. For defense. Some 41,000 miles in all. In 

a oO addition, many thousands of miles of primary and 
oO Ui r & n secondary roads are being built in a greatly expanded 

“ABC” Highway Program. 
With these new highways will come new industries 

...new communities...a greater share in national 
t lh = lrAt life for everyone. 

e& r ig It's a blg Job... an Important job! 

And you’re on the right road when you study asphalt 
technology ... asphalt’s characteristics and its appli- 
cations in pavement construction. 

road Asphalt pavement is playing a leading role in the 
HB construction of the Interstate System. 

It now surfaces 81% of State Primary and Munici- 
pal Extensions — the nation’s most heavily traveled 

j PETROLEUM ASPHALT FLOW CHART 

r — 
ue | Wo 
i fo | shee ) 
i | “gee S| 

REFINERY u aspuainic 
| | This simplified graphic chart | ‘aspuatt |||] MATERIALS 

| shows the inter-relationships of Hi] ge 
ILE petroleum products, with gaso- —« ot ‘200 
Be line, oil and asphalt flowing soa ii) [gs 

Pe li 5 from the same oil well. ll 5 nna 

Cr El ASPHALT CEMENTS i ME & i PAVING ASPHALT | Ge 

i Eo anepl_ Pa oI pee ce 

Spo | . roads—and 85% of all paved roads and streets 
_ » inthecountry. 

‘ yo r] / Your contribution — and reward — will de- 
ee pend in part on how much you know about it. 
_ «. Do you know, for example, how Asphalt 
a fits into the over-all petroleum family? This chart 

fo illustrates the inter-relationship of Asphalt with other 
refined petroleum products. 

_ The semi-solid form— Asphalt cement —is the basic 
— paving material. It is used in hot-mix Asphaltic pave- 

ments for roads, airfields, parking lots and thousands 
of construction and industrial applications. 

Liquid Asphalt materials —road oils, emulsions and 
, f cutbacks — are used extensively for a variety of con- 
4 , struction and specialty applications. 

/ Special Student Kit on Asphalt Technology Free! 
2 Literature included gives you a broad concept of 
| Asphalt products—its sources, production, characteris- 

7 ¢ tics and uses. Put yourself on the right road by send- 
2 . ing for your kit today. A postcard will do. 

a 1 r : THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE einseatiiill 
a Asphalt Institute Building, i Ct 
2 Campus—University of Maryland Lo 

College Park, Maryland cst sg LW 
Ky fF AN Vea ss — ee aa 

Ribbons of velvet smoothness... 
i ASPHALT: paved Interstate Highways 
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ISOLATION—Ten square miles comprise the site of LOCATION—The new Center is located at United, 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s new Florida Research and Florida, midway between West Palm Beach and Lake 
Development Center. Experimental shops and _ offices Okeechobee, in the upper Everglades area. It is almost 
covering some 17 acres are in the foreground, while the surrounded by a wildlife sanctuary. Most employees live 

tests areas, barely visible in upper left, lie four miles in in the cities and towns along the east coast of Florida, 
the background. driving to the Center on excellent new highways. 
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DEVELOPMENT CENTER... 
Another Unmatched Engineering Facility to 

Advance Propulsion Systems of the Future 

Future aircraft and missiles may require propulsion plants of virtually any type. Testing is handled in 

systems far different from those in wide use today special isolated areas; the nearest is four miles 

— different in size, power output, appearance, and from the plant and many miles from any inhabited 

perhaps even in the basic method of utilizing energy. area. The new Center can be greatly expanded on 

To probe the propulsion future . . . and to build its 10-square-mile site. Continued isolation is in- 

and test greatly advanced propulsion systems for sured by a vast wildlife sanctuary in which the 

coming generations of flight vehicles, Pratt & Center is located. 

Whitney Aircraft is now operating its new Florida Of the many people employed at the Center to- 

Research and Development Center. This facility day, about half are scientists, engineers and highly 

supplements Pratt & Whitney’s main research and trained technicians. By late next year, the total 

development installations in Connecticut. number is expected to be almost doubled. 

The new Florida Center, financed and built by The new Florida Research and Development 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, is unique in America’s Center is one more reason why Pratt & Whitney 

air industry. Here a completely air-conditioned Aircraft is able to continue producing the world’s 

plant with 17 acres under roof is specially designed best aircraft propulsion systems . .. in whatever 

and equipped for the development of new power form they take. 

<SUe) For further information regarding an engineering career at 

&Y Oy Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, contact your college placement officer. 

BS wee 
eee e ee 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Orig» Division of United Aircraft Corporation 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS — East Hartford 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER — United, Florida 
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“\) HIGHLIGHTS 
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Sy (p Ps B 

|W by Pete DeWitt che’60 
| \ Ey j 

EP AL pol 

ATLAS PROPULSION SYSTEM when it has boosted the Atlas to All engines of the Atlas propul- 
The propulsion system for the high speed and high altitude. ; sion system develop thrust from 

15.000 1 ° Air F CoC ie, The single-chambered sustainer, the propulsive gases created by the 
owe mp. Ar Dorce-Vonvarr designed for efficient high-altitude combustion of liquid oxygen and 

Atlas intercontinental ballistic mis- performance, supplies the slightly | RP-1, a hydro-carbon fuel similar 
sile is the most powerful system in ower thrust necessary to sustain to that used in turbojet engines. 
the free world to enter flight test powered flight and to keep the | Combustion occurs at temperatures 
and production. Atlas on course in the thinner air above 5,000 degrees F. Thrust 

It is a cluster of liquid-propellant of the fringes of space. chambers of the engines are cooled 
rocket engines. It consists of a Directional stability of the mis- to withstand the heat by RP-1 fuel 
twin-chambered booster engine, a __ Sile is maintained by swiveling the streaming through their hollow 
sustainer engine for high-altitude large engines of the propulsion walls. The fuel is forced at high 
efficiency, and two small stabiliz- | System on gimbals—a part of their speed through the walls and 
ing engines. assembly—and moved by struts ac- into the combustion area by the 

: tuated by the guidance equipment _—_engine’s high-flow, lightweight 
Operation: Each rocket engine in of the missile. turbopump. 

the Atlas propulsion system is de- Roll control is provided by the 
signed to perform a specific job. propulsion system's vernier or sta- HELIUM DIFFUSION CELL 
The twin-chambered booster en-  bilizing rocket engines, small aux- DEVELOPED BY BELL 
gine provides high thrust to lift iliary units for precise thrust ad- 
the heavy missile from its launch-  justments. They are mounted on A diffusion technique which 
ing site. It is jettisoned after oper- the side of the missile and are also promises to facilitate greatly the 
ating for its programmed duration, gimbaled for movement. large-scale separation of helium 

. ws i from gaseous mixtures such as 
sein ; ; qHeR TUNE iC! natural gas has been developed by 

fe : y : gan | 2 ke K. B. McAfee of Bell Telephone 
o oo i. ee a. So i Laboratories. Helium with no de- 

= . ee ee suas oo peg tectable impurities may also be ob- 
] ‘ 2 AWE es ee wi i ae : " ix pieces tacaie a -s ; YN ; Bis, Gg hi i SF tained by using this technique as 

sah BO ri = ay ae tin a purification process. 

Bs a \ za me / 4 In the newly developed diffusion 
i 4 TH | f process, helium is separated from 

: ak Was a gaseous mixture, such as natural 
K 4 Pr gas, by passing the mixture over 

ee po : the surface of glass which has a 
N a FS we high permeability to helium and 

net >>.. ee ie canny Mie ef) > low permeability to other gases. 
a ee TTT? ~~ Silica glass has been found to be 
ae Se ne ee Ha TT ee ‘i i ‘ 
a La " ae | A particularly advantageous in this 

oe iat oe UT a o) helium as much as one thousand 
ee et» ~ See ees a ier times greater than for hydrogen, 

. Sn ov elena Setters: rt irmaserimaiide f. the next most diffusible material. 
_ This is the ifr photograph of ate see world’s most powerful luster of rocket The permeability is high enough to 

engines, released by permission of the U. S. Air Fore wing initiati - A mip a eae 
rane flight tests of Atlas ICBM’s at Cape Canaveral. Made be Rocketdyne. a “division permit relatively large quantities of 

of North American Aviation, Inc., the primary units are composed of a_twin- helium to diffuse through the glass 
chambered booster at left and right and a sustainer in the center. under proper conditions. 
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teriorate with time, and might be 
placed directly in a gas pipeline. 

Seuiil Thus it appears that this process 
[a may have a truly large scale 

@ - ed _ potential. 

ws oN , = Exceptionally pure helium re- 
; | & oo" 4 sults from a single diffusion step, 

, -. ae 6 even though the initial mixture 
. hic, wa CU oe contains as much as 90 per cent 

a i, - be aa hydrogen and only 10 per cent he- 
Ng on @ lium. A careful analysis indicates 
— that there is less than 0.0009 per 
- a cent hydrogen in the helium puri- 

Y wee . ’ be ia fied by such a step. Helium puri- 
p r Wf; , a - fied by diffusion through glass by 

,F« a a. _ this process is among the purest 

a 4 re 4 oni 4 gases which it is possible to 

A  . fo oo. ’ INTERCHANGEABLE GUIDANCE 
ee J Pg a - SYSTEMS FOR MACE 

soe ae V5 we oo i The United States Air Force 
: Pe 4 4 ce .. _ / TM-76 Mace is being test flown at 
Yo dee le Holloman Air Force Base, New 

4 PON : Ura -. /. Gs Mexico, to check out its Inertial 
K. B. McAfee (left) and H. Kraft of Bell Telephone Laboratories are examining and ATRAN guidance systems. 

a cell which was built to study the separation of helium from gaseous mixtures. This The systems are fundamentally in- 
cell contains roughly 114 miles of 15-mil diameter glass tubing. terchangeable with only minor pro- 

To obtain appreciable quantities 1,000 cubic feet per day of helium pee teed deetenated 
of helium, a large surface of glass at room temperature with a pres- the TM-76A, while the Inertial 
must be exposed to the mixture, sure differential of 1,000 atmos- MACE is known as the TM-76B. 
the glass must be very thin, and a —_pheres, assuming a concentration Results of “on-range” flights and 

high DIeSs ue differential should be of 1 per cent helium in the gas long range flights from Holloman 
maintained between the two sides mixture can be maintained. In- to Wendover Air Force Base, Utah, 

of the glass. An excellent configu- creasing the temperature to 400°C have been termed highly success- 

ration for providing such condi- would permit the recovery of ful by Tactical Air Command and 
Hons consists of a bundle of fine 100,000 cubic feet of helium per Martin Company representatives. 
capillary glass tubing so arranged day. A cell of this type will not de- (Continued on next page) 
that the gas mixture flows around ‘ 
the outside of the tubing under i ae ORRIN TS Timi le: 

capillaries. Appropriate seals have : q - 
been developed to facilitate such 5 a rt—™=_“‘“ER 
an arrangement. ~S.. . — oe 

Silica or pyrex tubing can be : a ‘ a ae 
drawn having an external diameter oo ee eae Ra 
of two mils and a wall thickness of is —y 
two-tenths of a mil. Such tubing ee :  — 
can withstand a compressive stress , ! 
in excess of one thousand atmos- : ~~ . al 
pheres, and is ideally suited for the = a o 
separation or purification of he- cae : : " 7 
lium. Diffusion through the glass . —_ 
increases rapidly with temperature, ! 2 e li 

and the tubing will withstand tem- : . os 
peratures of 400°C and _ higher a : pes ae 
over long periods of time without a Ee. 

deteriorating. obs : j 

Tests on an experimental thin : bs 

wall capillary diffusion cell made - 

up of a bundle of capillaries indi- ; 

cate that a similar cell containing A United States Air Force TM-76 Martin Mace is launched at the Holloman Air 
enough capillaries to occupy about Force Base Missile Development Center. The Mace uses either ATRAN or Inertial 
two cubic yards would pass nearly guidance, both of which are completely self-contained and require no ground control. 
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ATRAN permits the Mace to fly at weather or unusual climatic 
extremely low altitudes, thus com- conditions. i 
plicating enemy radar defenses. The Mace Inertial guidance sys- | 
The effective range of the best tem is a form of “memory-naviga- 

radar under development. is ex- tion.” This means that the geo- f 
tremely small when used to detect graphic position of both launch rom 
low-flying targets. The number of point and target point must be | 

installations needed to present a known and set into the | system D t 
Rod: Hedas! “fenge’ aeound an prior to launch. The missile then eep Space O 

EERE Ou avoula he enor “knows” the exact distance to be 

” ‘Busther. . travelled. Once launched and | mous. Further, a Mace must be : | 
. ek od)” . streaking towards target, the sys- | Ocean floor traced, not just “detected,” before : A : | 

; . tem is aware at any given instant | 
any defensive steps can be taken. er aa | 

: as exactly how far it has travelled. It 4 
In ae. the Mace Sh ae Oe then subtracts this distance from Vought offers this range 
SEIIMERS LO! MATS DES eRTELECe (Gey the “remembered” total distance | C 
ing a given Hight. and knows precisely how far it is to | to the young engineer 

The Inertial guidance system target. This process is constantly | oy . 
gives the Mace complete invulnera- repeated until distance to target | At Chance Vought the Sst assign: 
bility to enemy jamming. Not only — becomes zero, and the Mace ex- nek thee feo the dept so omen 
does it) climinate the need for plodes in an air burst or impacts. | ware operating aboard the Navy's nuclear- 
ground control facilities, but the The Inertial system is gyroscopr= armed submarines to space research vehicles 
system emits no radiation of any cally stabilized so that it maintains still ow the boards, 
type. preventing enemy electronic its reference to launch point at all | 

detection. Highly accurate, Inertial times, regardless of the missile’s | Here the engineer contributes to projects 
guidance permits the Mace to be altitude. The system also senses any j such as the record-smashing Crusader jet 
flown over any course including off-course motion and immediately | fighter aered the Regulus missiles are wide expanses of water, No errain provides the autopilot with the nec- | ~ resifcd. weapons, delalls:ob-which:are 
check points are necessary. The essary data to position the controls | ” ee 
system compensates for changes in for a return to course. The Mace’s | Under the guidance of the Vought engi- 
wind, temperature and barometric Inertial guidance system was de- | neer, such weapons take shape. He super- 
pressures, is not limited by foul (Continued on page 48) vises critical tests, and he introduces the 

. weapons to the men with whom they 
se i | will serve. 

¢— a 

a] 4 2 | Engineers with many specialties share these 
s ¢ - i . S experiences. Today, for example, Vought is 

#4 i a . oS at work on important projects involving: 

as - ss o 3 

f aid _ = SPACECRAFT AND ASTRONAUTICS 
4 a f 4 ADVANCED PROPULSION METHODS 

i : og | ELECTRONICS DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE 
os ‘ s ae ay | ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE 

, i J Lo j ‘4 eee | Vought’s excellent R&D facilities help the 
_ ee sees ae | engineer through unexplored areas. And by 
i po a | teaming up with other specialists against 
of ' re cu , or | mutual challenges, the Vought engineer 

a a S S : 1 + | learns new fields while advancing in his own. 

£ ei a | | Would you like to know what men with 
- 3 ; | | your training are doing at Vought... what 
ee . i. ur FS : | you can expect of a Vought career? 

Sa i sy 
j _ “ ie ee i ES | For full information, see our representative ce . ee — ™ “i — _ : | during his next campus visit. 
ome i —_ 4 / | Or write directly to: 

. a : ( C. A. Besio 
a . Supervisor, Engineering Personnel 

be . nN \ | | Dept. CM-9 

2 i cwance zs a 

: foucrur AIRCRAFT 

{ 
i 

Using exhaust gases traveling at five times the speed of sound from an oxygen- 

kerosene flame, National Carbon Company is developing graphite-base materials to 

withstand the high temperatures of rocket engine components. 
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Vought Vocabulary: 

e J e 

MIS SUE-TY: is pi * - its pioneers are young... 

its future big at Vought 

Young engineers find in missiles the fast-breaking, rifle accuracy at bomber ranges. 
pace-setting assignments they like. At Chance Vought, Behind these weapons is a rich store of thirteen 
missiles also offer the added environmental challenges years’ missile knowledge ...an unmatched history of 
of sea and space. missile hardware. Vought’s Regulus I, now on duty 

Vought’s first space research vehicles — missiles of _ with both Fleets, has been operational with the Navy 
a very high order — are in preliminary design. Nuclear- since 1955. 
propelled pilotless weapons are under study. And c ce “ 

HAN oe 7 2 . 7 He lease “wmereHnio’ eharne. Regulus I, Vought’s nuclear-armed supersonic sharp . foucur AIRCRAFT 
shooter is aboard Fleet submarines, demonstrating its INCORPORATED DALLAS, TEXAS 

S > 7 Fe Oe J a j é a i a 

| o ee fee ~~ | ” ro = €& re 2g fo UE _ Lg 

| ne of OF / 

7 : y _ - _ | fo _ 

a ON a 
= A ' 

GL \ a, — 
NN P es wii 

_ _ 

. BO ae g = a lee 
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5 > ao sf ee 
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Clifford J. Nelson. 

LIFFORD J. NELSON, Pres- Mr. Nelson was emplcyed by the serves. In 1950 Mr. Nelson became 

ident of the Wisconsin So- Wisconsin Highway Commission President of the Western Chapter 

cietv of Professional Engi- from 1930 to 1938. In 1938 he be- of W. S. P. E. Prior to becoming 
neers was born at Milwaukee, — came President of the Nelson Con- state Society President he had 
Wisconsin in 1910. He attended struction Company of Black River saved as Ind and Ist Vice Presi- 
grammar and high schools in Mil- Falls, a position which he has held dent in 1955 and 1956 
waukee and St, Olaf College in to the present time. He served in me B999 ANE NI’. 
Northfield, Minnesota and gradu- the U. S. Army in World War II Mr. Nelson is a Past Director of 
ated from Marquette University from 1942-1946. At present Cliff the Wisconsin Road Builders Asso- 
with a B.S, in Civil Engineering holds the rank of Lt. Colonel, En- ciation and a member of the Lions 
in 1933. di gineers, U. S. Army Organized Re- — Club and Masonic Lodge. 
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P f l E 

1958-1959 CHAPTER OFFICERS The report of the Cir! Defence 
Committee of W. S. P. E. submitted 

Fox River Valley Howarp H. Burr, Secy. & Treas. by its chairman, Albert R. Striegl, at 
G. Dovucxas Simonps, President Jack H. Maxrrexp, Past President the Board of Directors Meeting on 
Epwin J. Duszynsxt, Vice-Pres- Directors: August 23, 1958 should be of vital 

ident Berr W, JouNnson interest to all engineers. Presented ARNE V. Larson, Secy. & Treas. De_mar W. NELSON here is a brief summary of that 
Directors: Joun L. Von GunTEN report: 
Roserr FRAZIER Expon C. WacNER 
LyLr Kincston Western HE State of Wisconsin Civil 
Haroxp H. Brown Anprew B. Esser, President Defense Survival Plan has 

Lake Superior Norman W. Moser, Vice-Pres- d been completed in draft form 
Harvey C. Sarcenr, President ident ae d Feder le S a igri pd.say Bite E. W. Bene, Vice-President Arnoup J, ENGELKE, Secy. & ederal levels before being 

ae issued in final form. I have seen Kerry H. Jensen, Secy. & Treas. Treas. : : , : the plan and have reviewed most 
Directors: Wisconsin Valley of Annex H on Engineering Serv- 
TM. BasTERasH C. W. Grester, President ices. The plan sets up a Co-Director 
7 a oe G. J. Morrison, Vice-President of Engineering Services under the . C. Buck E, J. Carrincton, Secy. & Treas, | State C-D Director. The chairman 

Milwaukee Dikectors: of the State Highway Commission 
Cuartes A, Nacet, President P. L, Scurorver (Trustee) 3S as signed ’ ier seniraen The five 
Foster C, Koeun, Vice-President Waukesha ices cme as Co. Director we . RANDALL MEYER, Secy.¢> Treas. ‘ Aikiae 2 a J 7 Ml : eye rea Perry J. Wixper, President Utilities, Transportation Mainte- E. C. Korrrer, Past President > 4 F Di . > Witiiam T. Wamsacu, Jr., Vice- nance, Structures, and Resources, 
i / President each headed by a Chief of Divi- = “t ROUGHT Ricuarp P. JaHNKE, Secy. & sion and each having four or five ce oe - Treas. main subgroups. The Co-Director 
LBERT OTRIEGEL Directors: is given a technical advisory staff 

Northwes? Bos Gururie to be provided by such groups as 
T. E, Tuoreson, President JameEs MIELKE WSPE and Wis. Architects Assn. E. J. Porasex, Vice-President Ropnry VANDER Noren The main criticism of the plan 
T. A. Gusrarson, Secy. & Treas. seems to be that the chain-of-com- 
H. H. Banker, Asst, Secy. & SECRETARY'S OFFICE mand_ is too circuitous for an 

Teo emergency situation. Operational Treas. 437 Berwyn Dr. d t th h ional sas - qe ee va orders are to pass hroughn regiona 

RB "S ee ee HENRY ieee Seevenney Tewesieer directors where appointed, county “ directors, city or village directors, 
Southeast BOARD OF DIRECTORS and finally to the operating level. 

BenjAMin C., Seat, President Currorp J. Netson, President This would result in too slow action 
Viras T. Tuomas, Vice-President AntHony L, Genisor, Past President for an emergency situation, The 
NorvaL C. Jonnson, Secy. & Harorp C, Trester, First Vice President plan should be made public as 
Treas , . Joun GamMent, Second Vice President soon as possible so that experience 

WriaM J. Cuapwicx, Past Pres- eka a ek sonata agate can be gained, since any emergency ident ue oo plan known only to a few is of 
Directors: 1957-59 og little value in a situation involv- 

2 Louis J. Larson, Director 1957-59 i a large par e lation. Antuony W. DEBLAIsE Cuartes E. Priuc, Director 1957-59 my 3} aa, p — a ee eal 
QurinTen A. HANSEN Herman T. Hacesrap, Director 1958-60 we acmmistration <0) jn eeeke 

Tuomas J. Hiccins, Director 1958-60 civil defense has changed in recent 
Southwest months under public law 7576 

A. F. Anearn, President NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES which merges the Office of De- 
Tuomas K. Jorpon, Vice-Pres- Ac Owen Awe fense Mobilization and the Fed- 

ident Wittarp S. CorrincHam (Continued on next page) 
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aan C T LL eral Civil Defense Administration for C-D in 1959. State and local 
C a | c 

. 

} Imported ASTE |into the Office of Defense and — governments have proviously had 

bint Mobilization. It appears — to bear all administrative costs as 
"BLACK GOLD” | that Congress has become more — Federal matching funds were lim- 

| aware of civil defense problems. ited to certain categories of C-D 

oy . | The ODCM director speaks for the — equipment and supplies. This 
i res] 2] ae ¢ ete ey * . Pie + 

OF GIA, tO President as a staff member and change recognizes joint Federal 

has the responsibility for planning responsibility and should expedite 
Fy to meet whatever emergency might C-D planning. 

| § come up—either war or natural dis- 7 + 
adds skill to your hand | aster. The OCDM has the respon- wenn Nage’ has eee nie 

as eer: : cence s é eetings e au- 
oz | sibility for the planning, direction k A vd NES 0 ile ce wal 
ria . ae fi : ee area advisory ¢ 2, 
rie) Horizontal opporunles are and implementation of the plan- ma — 4 ctenation, “Ch ee shar 

aan ee ning for the emergency use of the . - ive ae mS im he _ 

cal opportunities? How resources of this nation that are not Bis0 es hi his ed meetings 0: id als 
. *) s, : . “ye. 7 Sf eS: % y re 

a high will you grow in | definitely assigned to the military. ene wi ail IS “ le ct migh 
7 ° wiih é y shelters 2 x 

ii 5 years? 1 Gov. Leo A. Hoegh, former civil nd Pik fe SNE Nocti Dae: AU; 7 
I *. el ave S 

rey THA Will UEBERA! BH J defense director, has been made fe. ouL ft oF protection, :a6cins 
U at_will depend o} I | diveaeae of +t A . radio-active fallout rather than as 

your native talent, hard ‘| | | director of the combined agency, tection f direct hits. TI 

ie work and such profes- [aad | possibly implying more attention to Protecon iom Breet THIS): Sena 
a) sional habits as the use ° | . tional policy has changed some- 

: : C-D matters . . of imported A.W.FABER S : * 4 what, due to the shortening time 
a CASTELL. “black gold” ox Bill 7576 makes civil defense a f ? babl : f i 

: “i ayaye able warning SESE 
ey graphite: the best na- joint responsibility between the ° PFO of “ oe the rom 8 val 

@ ny e ovacué the -essentia 
iz) aca Drei ean 9900 a Federal Government and state and °” au ‘tos 10M 4 the fet essentia, 

The F a es emergency 
es pure carbon — makes A local areas. The Federal Govern- eee out m reat fe coceattel 

Py Castell the world’s 0 ment will supply matching funds an he: oS ee Hon os coscutie 
: : : ‘ : ne : vorkexs article age 

E finest drawing ig Be Fi for administrative costs to state  WOTKeTS. An a A in . oe 
‘ az: ssue August 2! 5 

Cam and as it does to séa- = and local governments in order to “exten the I oF Augus f le 

B soned Pros the world build up the stature and capabili- s ace ne We lanes otte Pet S 
: a : : ~ » larger cities antici- 

arta Color graded ‘tor re ties of civil defense. Wisconsin a ted f _ d a -_ Fallon shel 
ant i i ated. fr adequate fa shel- 

tiost of the 20 scienti- R has been allocated $230,000 of the fee e ta 4 woe “f ow bl 
. ae . a a i . - se ; 

fically-accurate degrees, 5 total of $25 million appropriated ers, CUEUNE Lie 208s SrOm possioly 

8B to 10H. ° for matching administrative costs (Continued on page 56) 

If you prefer a = | 
Holder, try LOCKTITE 

Tel-A-Grade 9800 | APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBER AND AFFILIATE MEMBER—JUNE 21, 1958 & AUGUST 23, 1958 

which shows your de- | 

gree in a flash — plus a | ———— ET 
: “ 

imparted cn eo wu Name and Position Address Reg. No. Sponsor 
A L. ead. we | 

i Shop in your college (21%) MILWAUKEE 
store and insist on eg Ralph Wiken, PE 3001 W. Canal St. E-1962 F. C. Koehn, PE 

| CASTELL across the ‘Asst to Viee Pres.-Chief Engr. Milwaukee 1, Wis. 
board. Ni) The Falk Corp. 

ag m Gerald W. Bard, EIT 4701 W. Greenfield Ave. | ET-1501 | Weld Conley, PE 
\\ i \ j Es Chemical Engr. Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

i 2 Chain Belt Co. | | | 
| tama =| SOUTHWEST 

‘sma Robert Phillips, EIT 630 W. Pleasant St. ET-1691 | Vernon Coffey, EIT 
Sas Engineer Portage, Wis. 
Ss General Engineering Co. 

L S Gum «—*Richard N. White, EIT 2020 University Ave. eT-1447 | Lyle Hird, EIT 
4 Structural Engineer adison, Wis. 

a Loe \e John Strand Engineers | 

G Keg | Adolph J. Ackerman, PE 1250 Sherman Ave. E5208 | F.T. Agthe, PE 
OQ’ Ne ecm | Sonealting Enencer Madison 3, Wis, | fene 

WSs 5 —| | (Hydroelectric) 

iN a OS. is head =| Donald F. Wendel, EIT 4326 Mohawk Dr. eT-1813 | H.H. Buer, PE 
|< Sa ae Si G2> | Highway Engineer Madison 5, Wis. R. L. Sterna, PE 

S ea A ns Mead & Hunt, Inc. 

PQ i Y FOX RIVER VALLEY | 
NIA Fred A. Haselow, PE 328 Greene Ave. | E-6607 | M. J. Auchter, PE 

Chief Engineer Green Bay, Wis. 
y | Gharmin Paper Products Co. 

\ | ‘Thomas E. Orbison, Jr., PE 128 E. Harrison St. E-6661 | 'T. K. Orbison, PE 
g Partner Appleton, Wis. 

j Orbison & Orbison, Consulting 
; Engineers 

Ye as or , 
f eb 0. Harold Arndt, EIT 718 Lincoln Ave. ET-1819 | John Stauss, PE 

pw : Design Engineer Kaukauna, Wis. 
EA Cleereman Machine Tool Corp. 

E | NORTHWEST 
SE | Harold J. Cleary, PE 1102 W. 9th St., No. K-6625 V. M. Dufeck, PE 

Zi Manager Ladysmith, Wis. 
| Jump River Electric Co-op, Ine. | 

a | y oY WISCONSIN VALLEY | 
= Jayme B, Olson, EIT ET-1864 | Ralph G. Laumer, PE 

A.W. FABER- CASTELL | Wim. T. Collings, PE | E-4361 | Emil C. Uranich, PE 
PENCIL CO., INC. NEWARK 3,N. J. a ee eee : 
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SANDIA LABORATORY RECRUITS WITH THE BELL SYSTEM TEAM 

. * s Sew ae oy e : ee oe oe : Es 

ae Sandia Corporation is a‘laboratory ~ _* — ¢ Pas yo 

é which was established in 1949 to” DS a we a | 
; : + . 3 a Ce To 

design atomic and nuclear weapons. ae 4 a a ee een 
‘ teas Jee eae ¥ 

It now has over 7,000 people, of =| ae He : Ae j 

- whom 2,000 SAR ae staff, 2 exe” J gs at i 
WO ns ete olen? ee sm pide PAP, 6 

at its $60,000,0 )0 laboratory in ~~ a agi 3 | 

| eee ciona oo) SR 
a rrrt—“—i—™—ONRsi‘CSCCUCNMN ELON TT. .hhmhmhmLULU | 

| _an opportunity for you in one of a Lalli: Seed y Mika Ls ACD ei Lio re 
Ce re 

| tandards engineering, manufactur, oO SEDC ATING =) stand ards eng NGGrING, MANULACEUL- a re ey 

ey so ; relations engi oemine and aualit PNAC INEERS os | 
ing rele s engineering andquality RiINGINE) me ee agence | 
eee peering and aque | Xs NG 4 NE i rRS i Pi | 

.. control engineering. = AND SCI : TIST | 
i Our modern, well-equipped labora- me : ENTISTS 

B tories, model shops, and offices com- ; : 

bine with liberal benefits—including _ : : 
curser op manner Te re ie cunausnemi nis ie soascperme tag 

(wenn Sur gradiate ediicational aid pro, ripen 
| gram, life insuran ee ee ee 
ae rl 

_ . IOS to eee ee ek  aeuiron lesnamonane eee | bg a ee renriea @@@=—UOCT hhh 
| Gandia an exceptionally attractive = = UB eget wanenemenangpcs ree] 
SE Re I Rn ee en UE UR Rae 

te | DIACE LO WOYK =e Se ee eG er Gan seen ane es ee 
| Albuquerque’ ati Ce poe 

2 1200-000) with iis exceptional! i ear si lee 
200,000) with its exceptional climate = 

i ee ae eg een a and eosmopolitan blénd-of ancient =) BE ee 

>. and modern cultures, provid Ca a Oe ee ew eg 
eo ca info’ whal Suvivoumeat foe ee ae 

| pleasant living. The location of our = ee a 
Bee Oe a eae te ee rn a ie OC ae es ail 4 ee 
| {branch laboratory at Livermore = el Oe 
pra ae BRON es es LO gi ae fT 
"offers the advantages of suburban © ia i - 
BS ee Chk ee 

; living plus all the attractions of the  . | 
Pe a re aS meal Ma Ae a Sembee iy y  Maere 

ee rr———“_OOONNOtstswsOSwsSsSsSs=<(C ee ¢ ig 
= -eOux illustrated brochure will give’ (i ( ge te : 
bg ee eee ae a eae a Unease 8 Ps A if 7 

/ | you more comple te information on 4.9 fa ti eee 
>» Sandia Corporation, its background, ee poe . : ‘ 

CE cas ne ee a Ge Oy des ; 
“ga. located. Write for your copy to Staff © 42 9} a elie i 
pigeeeoas Ceie er se at eer ees eS ee aoe ie aes eee 

i ee : commer nal Ee ae ie * aetee Nae 

Ce , Pie fied ee xh as ee Vise as i Pe ae id 

yay eae ee ee 

: ee cee NWN PVE = {Ble)b ial. @]e| am lee 
eta Pee sae Meee os ieee a a ee ce a aa yy 

och) Ge coe a ke rae OO FO a te age a 

i ‘ 3 yi a RIE Ae a ae Ps Sera) 

4 ae beard cage es REE ee CRE ae 
This photograph depicts the view from 10,800 feet above sea level at the crest of the Sandia Mountains, 
looking westward across the Rio Grande Valley and the northern limits of the city of Albuquerque. 
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| | \ provided by the longitudinal open- 
| eee | | Le ing in the middle of the roadwayfl 
i Walley el a | AGEs | | | The two outer lanes each 12 feet 

| Fl | | | a Hee : | ae | sf i wide, are solid, while the two inner 
i ie ene Aes All Tyo | | lanes, each 11 feet wide, and the 

a Ne. mr | tt | 2 foot wide center mall are made Pee Peet |Weezeece (HUTS ee - CE Ee 
Pe ee 1 Va () oe | | of open-grid construction. 

} | | | , iy Wee Ag a GE | i | | | Wind tunnel tests show conclu- 

| Peete . | Re A \ 4 | | sively that the bridge has com- 
ea | perce ea aa tee | pl | plete and absolute aerodynamic 

| aa 1a | | a | i stability against coupled oscilla- | Pa ae | \ | ) & F 
| Pg Teen \ | (| f | tions (combined vertical and tor- 
| iE ae Le ed Hy i iC! | | \ | sional) at all wind velocities and 
Pare aH) Hees eure Yi al angles of attack. 

ee ee 
[| Hae \ 1 a ie | i : | Construction 

eae | i yl Be Ve | i 1 iA Construction of the roadway was 
co a a | ' ' | made by first setting I-beam string- 

/ ‘ i Ae : oh ' ae / : | i] : .. ers longitudinally along the top of 

Te ae ee Pe oe the truss sections. Grating was laid 
ena n a ltrs over the stringers and tack welded. 
oe : thm a By working each way from the 
ee | oy a oot P : oe : i / Fo towers mobile cranes were per- 

ees) i 1] Py > CO mitted to work over previously laid 
oe oe : ri ty a i oo grid. The outer two lanes were 

— 1 a i L | ot es _— concrete-filled steel grid, utilizing 

| ——__ tight weight portland cement con- 

Ce Pe lL posited in place, and vibrated, 

Leen ' ny P a. : —. The concrete mixture contained 

sere eae a Le . lightweight expanded shale coarse 
Petre lie  f ~ S i aggregate, 1570 lbs. of lightweight 
4 ys ha oo . —~ i: Phe saat ’ fine aggregate, and 29 gal. of water 

2 WHY Hi) i LY ing on the outer two lanes was 34 
eee OYUN IW <= inches thick at the edges and 134 

inches at the center line of the 
Today the bridge stands completed, carrying streams of traffic daily across its lane. This asphalt was mixed jin a 

span connecting the peninsulas of Michigan. It stands a superb job of construction plant three miles from the bridge 

and stability. . : 
and transported to the job in a 
fleet of 10 trucks. 

Mackinac Bridge Placing of the Roadway és problem that was encountered 

The roadway is composed of I- was the laying of the asphaltic 
(Continued from page 15) beam Lok grating set on top of concrete over the 80 expansion and 

- the stiffening trusses. The roadway fixed joints. The joints wie de- 
the floor system was erected. There width is 48 feet, of which two feet signed to be set flush with the 
was no danger of these sections is a Center mall. Therecis three feet finished pavement and_ therefore 
breaking loose. added .toveadh side of the:roadway. were protruding 1% inches. Mask- 

There were 89 stiffening trusses as sidewalk. This is a total width ing tape was laid over the opening 
lifted from barges into position by of 54 feet. in the joint to prevent falling as- 
the two hoists. These truss sections . ae phalt. A crawler type paver had to 
were heavy, ranging up to 130 tons Aerodynamic Stability be used. The tape was scraped off 
for one panel of two side trusses The high degree of aerodynamic before the asphalt was rolled to its 
with cross-bracing. They had to be stability is due to the provision of final crown. The hot asphalt was 
hoisted a maximum of 155 feet wide open spaces between truss first laid at an average of 22 fpm 
above water level. These truss sec- sections. The trusses are spaced 68 which later increased to 32 fpm. 
tions were erected in the 3800 foot feet apart and the roadway is 48 A total of 1800 tons of asphaltic 
center span, the two 1800 foot side feet wide, leaving open spaces 10 concrete surfacing was used on the 
spans, and the two 472 foot back- feet wide the full length of the sus- suspension spans. 

stay spans. pension bridge. Further stability is THE END 
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from Donald W. Douglas, Jr. 
President, Douglas Aircraft Company 

I’m sure you’ve heard about Douglas projects like For you engineers who can help us move forward, 

Thor, Nike-Ajax, Nike-Hercules, Nike-Zeus, opportunities are almost as limitless as space 

Honest John, Genie and Sparrow. While these itself. 

are among the most important defense programs If you thrive on tough problems — and there 

in our nation today, future planning is moving are many — we’d like to discuss a future at 

into even more stimulating areas. Douglas with you. 

Working as we are on the problems of space Please write to Mr. C. C. LaVene 

flight and at the very borderline of the unknown, Douglas Aircraft Company, Box X-6101 
engineering excellence in all fields is essential. Santa Monica, California 
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a THE ENGINEER 
o— ye YN 

DY, ESTERYEAR A ox OF Y 
7 = 

WP NTG 
aaa é) by John Nichols 

June 1896 now engaged on the diffraction of per I.H.P. per hour ee steam 

WEEE & ‘ the rays. at 160 Ibs. gauge, 20.32 per cent; 

P the dhsite deeasereal A comparative test of a com- water per ton mile, actual 9.15 Pet 

have; ‘been ‘doing much suc- pound and a single expansion lo- cent; and water per mile ton a 

cessful work with the “Xorays.” comotive was made on two en- train resistance fa dry steam at 

Since the early experiments ih ‘the Sines belonging to ana N. W. 160 Ibs. gauge 14.27 per cent. 

general line now so familiar to all, = i a OE toage Beier Sher October 1897 

an whieh many’ ine negatives of boygan. Six round trips of 104 Each day sees some new field 

special value ies ubtained, ey miles each were made with each — opening wherein gas and gasoline 

Ne eee ae aong the engine. The engines were ten- engines may be used to great ad- 

Besides the reflection CHES zh wheelers of Schenectady make, one —_ vantage. Among the latest may be 

fibes amd font BiBCES Of men. | single expansion 19 x24”, the mentioned their appliance to hoist- 

ee a - other a two-cylinder compound 20” ing and mine hauling. For hoisting 

piiced behing photons gehic plates, and 307x24”. All other dimensions work in small mines where horse- 

foe oe ee were the same on both. power machinery will no longer 

cus of a parabolic’ reflection from: & The average per centage of coal give satisfaction, the gas engine of- 

locomotive headlight. Thedlneves: saved by the compound engine fers a number of advantages that 

mene sereeH glowed faintly bat ver. 8 7.74 per cent; water per LHP. are worthy of consideration. 

tainly, when placed in front of the hour, actual 17.12 per cent. Water Already the economy of gas and 

reflector when the direct radiation se . tec ta operas 2a erpeencaseusa meant 
of the tube was entirely cut off. | 
With a plain metal mirror behind — ae eed (Gant 
the tube instead of the parabolic, =" 1§ » oe alae % | 
no evidence of reflection great it hid J > i 
enough to excite the screen was uh 5 = : : | 
found. This may perhaps be taken Hi es eg oe : Ho 
as an indication that the reflection He i am} vith AP) cree | 
is at least in part regular. Unsuc- sal :  .. F | 
cessful attempts have been made Gh Pea ane paee 2 = | 
to repeat the experiments descrided oo) es ; eel ey 9) : : 

by Becquere; (Comptes rendus, |) )| 1M bo ane f 
March 2, 1896) on some invisible iy A A o i i NT hal bd 1 : 
radiations given out by fluorescent ho jee oe =e } ‘| 
substances, which are capable of HG | ngage nee ee 4 be | 
traversing bodies opaque to ordi- He ae —— 2S 7 Au 

nary light. Though these experi- tl ee , ; : v i Hy 

ments have been amply verified L oT ee L | Ha 
elsewhere, the results here have L oy A i Vy Vy 
been negative. The salt used was i | 3 ey | g af 
uranium-nitrate. A phctographic it 7h es i t< ; mm # : 

plate was exposed to its influence ‘ re ’ Aah i uh 

for twelve hours, the salt being a | ee ie P Pn. 1 

part of the time in the direct sun ‘ | oe vr : 

light. A new Edison screen of cal- oer We — 
cium-tungstate has been obtained Se et ot 

with which better results in re- Dean Joha B. Johnson, dean when Education Building was first built as the 
flection are expected. They are Engineering Building. Photo appeared in the April, 1904, Engineer. 
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gasoline engines is much greater and Company, London, England. inch spark, and penetrated 5% inch 
than that of the steam engine. Of | This machine is probably the of glass. 
the energy contained in gas, from largest and most powerful of its 
20 to 23 per cent is converted into kind in this country. The case is six April 1898 
ee oo - epanden being feet long, three feet wide and five The College of Engineering of oe ae ~ ne bin pet or feet high, while the two large brass the University of Wisconsin enjoys Tejectey i , - ischargec Bases conductors extend a foot above the the distinction of possessing the 

_ ts has nahn ie: investiga- top. There are fourteen revolving — most modern and complete refrig- 
tons Da een ane Se ne plates, each thirty-six inches in di- erating plant for scientific and test- 5 org sher : : : : than the ak ne de it . a i ameter. When running at full ing purposes. Refrigeration may be 
tained bya Ge cklon ba the amount capacity, two hundred revolutions obtained. in &. ihipine oF diffexent of heat rejeated with the ‘coolin per minute, a spark eighteen inches processes and again these processes 
waiter ie is evident that he in length is obtained. The principal | ™ay use different liquids of gases 
economy can be made still greater object in getting the machine was © accomplish the cooling. By far 
if mechanical difficulties, such as to investigate the effect of a long the lore nustber ct plants in use 

, s as : : are 8 6 " “CSS cylinder wear, lubrication, etc., did Spark, it being too powerful for vise SIennee Ee ee and not forbid the use at present of ordinary work in the classroom. the working fluid. The ene vst in . . ay i yy a a are = > 2 s = higher temperatures. It is thought The principle trouble encountered stalled is an ammonia machine of 
however, by improved methods of so far in working with the machine the compression process. This plant lubrication an ifications i is to get a Leyden jar strong . OL ; ME ; y modifications in & y } 8 was built by Wm. Challoner and construction, much higher tempera- enough to hold the charge. Several Sons of Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and ‘ shkosh, sin, a tures than at present can be used, have already been broken, but Pro- consists of a three cylinder, single fessor Snow has succeeded in fixing ; s e January 1898 essor onow has succeeded in fixing acting compressor, a condensing 

two So as to hold light charges, by tank, cooling tank, ammonia stor- The already extensive facilities scraping the foil down to two age and oil separating tanks. If 
of the physics department of the inches inside the jar and one inch used for making ice, its capacity 
University have been increased by outside. At present the machine is would be about five tons every 
the acquisition of a Winshurst In- driven by hand and has shown twenty-four hours. ° 
fluence machine made by Newton _ great power, having given an eight THE END 

ped ee wt s ‘ a ne Me ete on ; it 
i ee . es, oq a ae ‘ft ¥ > ie tt Bag a i tt i # : Get ‘ beg Maik te g t - Se ee ee PN SS eS She ae 

omg tan gS ORR e one ae te . we aa 4 

ee . ee a ))hlCU # Bee a age AE ee eed Oa eS al Pee el Ware Meee ® oe ee ee : OE Oa ale an oF yee Sea as. i A ee ee ie BL are es See ie Poy ee Sab ee eae eS ee ak ee 
rl eee 2s eee aus ee ee Pr | pa | oe oawe™ 
a rhe allt ety aes 4 ; 

Sia Oe eee Ct Ce oe 
ane lhe Be ae Ee ee Pa ero: 
a| 7 ig ee 1 ae [ 
ae deel nee eee we ae a oon 

a Ne ee Be ee | ae . AE RA = I ee Witeyg fy. we Pt eee. ae coo. a 5 oS 4 a oF ewe (4 ee ee ks oS 

a id ee ee See ory a 
Appearing in a 1906 issue of the Engineer was this photo of one of the gas engines of the Mechanical Engineering 

Department. At the right are some of the gas producers. Recognize the building? 
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. . . man-machine “common languages” range from strictly-business phrases 

Science Highlights at the second International Con- like “Have revised your last in- 

(Gowetniiedt. fren’ pane 0) gress of Cybernetics recently in struction” or “Recheck command 

veloped by the AC Spark Plug Di- Namur, Belgium. 103” to “You sure got us into a jam 

vision of General Motors. Cybernetics is the comparative this time, wise guy,” “Let’s not 

The Mace, designed and devel- study of the control system (brain botch it up again, bud,” or “I hope 

oped by The Martin Company, is and nervous system) of animals you know what you're doing.” 

a ground-to-ground, jet-powered, and of mechanical-electrical com- Lakin received his bachelor’s and 

650 mph foetal missile, 44 feet munication ern such as com- master’s degrees from the Univer- 

long with a 23 foot wing span. puters. It touches upon most areas sity of Michigan and did post- 

Travelling at altitudes over 40,000 of natural and physical sciences. — graduate work at Michigan and 

feet or at extremely low level, ac- Through high speed electronic \LLT. He came to Lockheed Mis- 

cording to the tactical situation, computers (acting as interpreters ) sile Systems division three years 

the missile dives on target at super- and a typewriter device (Flexo- ago . . 

sonic speeds. Capable of carrying writer), Lakin explained, automati- | 

a nuclear warhead, the Mace’s in- cally controlled production ma- SPACE AGE SPAWNS NEW | 

stant retaliation capability will be chines will “discuss” with the TECHNOLOGY 

an effective deterrent to enemy operator the progress of the work 

aggression. being performed. With yesterday's “high-tempera- 

Any number of statements, re- ture” materials all but melting 
A E BACK es ‘ me . 2 

MACHINES TALK BAC flecting almost any situation the away under the intense heats of 

Production machines that “talk machine might encounter, can be today’s rocket engines, scientists 

back” to man—and in his own built into the computer’s brain. are looking to new technology to 

language, too—are making them- Choice of the proper statement produce the materials of tomor- 

selves heard in the expanding age — would depend on the situation the row. Development engineers at Na- 

of automation, according to a young machine meets. This is signalled to tional Carbon Company, Division 

Lockheed scientist. the computer which electronically of Union Carbide Corporation, find 

Henry M. “Hank” Lakin, 32, a selects and triggers the phrase. the company’s 75-year experience 

senior scientist at Lockheed’s Van “And we aren't limited to polite in producing carbon and graphite 

Nuys, Calif., missile plant, told conversation, either,” Lakin said. for industry gives them a valuable 

of his work in the development of The machine’s back-talk could start in attacking the temperature 

- oe TEE TT problems created by the space age. 

serena : - neem | Here at one of the company’s de- 

Ll ING a. ny _ i: i Ze velopment laboratories, a techni- 

i pe ; cian watches through an observa- 

a er gee ie eg | tion port in a flame-test chamber 
Be i Gee a “a es oe TN reef as a new graphite-base material is 

ee Pe aommr ht | Nel | Se al ge. put through its paces. (See pic- 
| os ese ee ee ee ee ee | aes . Ba s . 
oe _ NEE ee Be oem phat ci ture) Positioned in a jet of ex- 

_ a Lee ee BY BOI a aa haust gases traveling at five times 

>. yl ee to a ie a 8 : the speed of sound from an oxygen- 

[oe a eae kerosene flame (note characteristic 

_ diamond-shaped supersonic nodes ), 

1 Seconds From Nothing Flat! qs ei | the conical specimen reaches a 

Pier 1 2. white heat of approximately 5,000 
eee oO gen | degrees F: ait in a me f 

It takes only seven seconds for the new 00 Brown & es a degrees Fahrenheit in a matter of 

Sharpe Automatic Screw Machine to produce the brass FQ SAMMI ui, seconds. Conventional graphite 

part shown above. That's a 42% increase in rate of pro- es a4 ic oe) | erodes beyond tolerable limits in 

duction over the previous B&S model. | eee | about eight seconds, but National 
One of many new features that contribute to the re- =< [= | =| Carbon has alread duced mz 

markable performance of the 00 machine is a chain (oe | ‘Garbon "as: already’ procuced: mas 

driven ball bearing spindle (diagram). Fafnir engineers — _ =) ij | terials that hold dimensions ten 

worked with Brown & Sharpe in selecting bearings for fo t= SSC‘ times Jonger, and has its sights on 

this application, involving some 208 spindle speed com- . S | even longer cycles—well beyond 

binations ranging from 34 to 7200 RPM. To assure | the nal rating vedtice a 

absolute spindle rigidity and running accuracy, Fafnir The New Brown & Sharpe No. 00 | ne. normai operating requirements 

super-precision ball bearings are mounted in the posi- sutcctie S with of rocket engine components. The 

tions indicated. | new knowledge being gained is ex- 

Thousands of similar bearing success stories help ex- | pected to exceed everything previ- 

plain why design engineers turn to Fafnir for help with j _ vhahavion of ma. 

bearing problems. The Fafnic Bearing Company, New | ously learned of the behavior of ma 

Britain, Connecticut. BALL BEARINGS | terials at temperatures approaching 
that of the sun’s surface, and gives 

most comp.ets Line In AMERICA| : . ae 
SO YOU WANT A CAREER IN A GROWTH INDUSTRY promise of resulting in a whole 

Since the advent of the automotive age, Fafnir's ttle affected by momentary ups and downs of ine | new “family” of high-temperature 

Fecord of growth has been inseparably linked with dividual companies or industries. Find out what | materials for both industrial and 
the over-all mechanization and phenomenal growth — Fafnir offers you in the way of professional chale | oy.) me 
of industry itself — right down to present-day ad- lenge, diversity, and stability in a “growth indus- | military equipment of the future. 
vances in automation and instrumentation. Fafnir’s try” with a future as promising as the future of | as 

field of operations is, moreover, industry-wide... | America. Write today for an interview. - | THE END 
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WE WANT MEN TO CREATE TOMORROW'S HEADLINES! a 

The mew. dynamic pnt myer Norearep, Mireralty pe NORTRONICS DIVISION 
creates an ideal work climate for forward-thinking scientists aT Pn, « x aif 7 
and engineers. Our three autonomous divisions are all in 9 ‘> Elonee nS An celegcel and inertia} guidance: At 
Southern California —are all headed by progressive manage- aw saw me ai exploring antrated app ications, 
ment eager to examine and try new ideas aa airborne digital computers and interplan- 

= = - etary navigation. At Anaheim: developing 
Let’s assume that you are a man who can qualify for one of exeeeee ground support, optical and electro-mechani- 
our engineering teams —a man who can create history! <o cal equipment, and data processing devices. 

You'll earn what you’re worth, get increases as often as you Write: Engineering Personnel Mgr., Nortronics Division, 
earn them — based on your own individual achievements. Our 222 North Prairie Ave., Hawthorne, California 
salary structure is unique in the industry; our vacation or: 500 East Orangethorpe Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 
policy extra-liberal, as are all of our other fringe benefits. 

You'll learn while you earn, with no-cost and low-cost educa- ae NORTHROP DIVISION 
tion opportunities at leading Southern California institu- 4%» Creators of the USAF Snark SM.62, now 
tions — earn advanced degrees and keep abreast of the latest ‘ \&- | operational with SAC. Currently active in 
technological advances in your own chosen field. _- "programs for the ballistic recovery of orbit- 

i : . . Ls ~ ing man; readying the USAF-Northrop T-38 
You'll work with men who are acknowledged leaders in their \ccemexgege Supersonic twin.jet trainer and the Northrop 

fields amen chosen for their own capabilities and, for skills “ee N-156F counterair fighter for flight tests. 
in guiding and developing the creative talents of younger es . a eee 
men. And, these are men who delegate authority, assuring Write: nec eG ze ne Soe 
your fair share of credit for engineering triumphs. 1 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California 

You'll be flexible — able to apply your talents to the work you RADIOPLANE DIVISION 
enjoy, in the field best suited to your own inclination and Geen . ily: h 
ability. Northrop Aircraft and its divisions offer wide diver- (@ Creator of the world’s first drone family; has 
sity, with over 30 operational fields to choose from. All offer 4 -. produced and delivered tens of thousands 
challenge aplenty — opportunity unlimited! e of drones for all the U.S. Armed Forces. 

- . - «Now developing ultra-advanced target drone 
Now choose! See what each division of Northrop Aircraft umes” systems for weapon evaluation, surveillance 
has done and is doing. Then choose the division that offers — drone systems, and guided missile systems. 

you the most challenge. Write today to reserve your spot Write: Engineering Personnel Mgr., Radioplane Division, 
where news is happening — for your own chance to create aero 
tomorrow’s headlines! 8000 Woodley Avenue, Van Nuys, California 

eee N EWS IS H AP PEN | NG AT NO RTH oY NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC., Beverly Hills, California 
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Prestressed / Dt ee 
(Continued from page 25) EEE a Pr | — Bae pe ear i ' 

= ew a ee | | 
under the superimposed load, but —) j ee nal eee 4 | 

5700 : . tn fe © ‘ 
only a 1900 Tb. per sq. in. at eae ' ‘ aout Ces ae 

the time the prestress is estab- oe pe. fF a RT , ae i 

lished. ee oe ea as 4 fth.hmhmUmrm™—~™~C—ONCOCS 
ae te (fF Soa lUlUDlUlUr 

Tensile stresses due to bending pene Su ses If <o Be 

moments do not exist in theory, = fee as es 14 ea ae 

but there may be some tension in ' i, a e ee ee sae iia Ms | ay 

the top fiber during prestressing | x" Fee iN y/ ee 

and in the lower fiber under the aS oe EEE i ee 

greatest possible load. The allow- se 6 ag : oli een 773 ea 

able amount of tensile stress in B | | awe Coop ae: ae A Ae eee 
wnerete is onete f the com- ee eae So. eee Seas a Ce ee. conere te is one tenth of the com <3 7G - ee : Bee Zo ie ee 

pressive stress if no ordinary rein- nS ee an gine pe eS 

forcement is provided and one- we s - ge ae omega gg : etl: 

fifth if reinforcement is used to Pg a gut = # — ee 

resist all of the tensile forces. " J P| : ‘ ° 
7 : . omg eg : eo ae : ei 
The above mentioned working oA © ek Sy eae ae 

stresses provide an ample margin : ‘ et If oe” cy gente 4 ee zy 

of safety. They allow for unex- ee ) SP ‘os ae 

pected difficulties on the job. YG ot he gee : Zn fat 
The stress in the steel should not ha YE ae 7 ; — 

; : ; he oe an <= 
exceed 0.8 of the equivalent yield z iis : ae 

stress, or 0.6 of the tensile strength, = or atl : ca 

whichever a8 smaller. The factor of This photograph shows how the reinforcing steel is tensioned by a hydraulic jack 

safety in the steel is much smaller to produce prestressed concrete beams. 
than in the concrete; so these per- 

missible stresses in the steel should . . . . 
sver be exceeded. Whe > steel adopted were 1000 Ib. per sq. in. in the end plates. In ordinary rein- 

never be exceeded. When the stee ‘ : 
edad r geaneet sk: eg in the concrete and 14,000 Ib. per forced concrete there would have 
is tested during prestressing it is tee uw . - 

s HEBeS 3 ean ate 8. in. in the reinforcement. The been required about 150 cu. yd. of 
stressed 10 per cent more than its hick te atx F ‘de Lab 18 of mild 
greatest working stress and should thic ness is six feet at mid-span concrete and about tons 0! mile 

sy NES Sis SHEAOK arnt and five feet six inches at the sup- steel. The amount of steel used is 
never reach that stress again. oe 2 : . 

ports. The quantities of material seen to be about one-third of that 

Applications include 191 cubic yards of concrete required for ordinary reinforced 

The only methods of prestress- ind 25 tons of mild steel ponerate t gh a seg 

ing used on a large scale are: Slab in Prestressed Concrete. The have a lare nr ae ‘ sfety b o 
‘ we stresses were © vr ave a la argi sé e- 

(1) Cables stretched after the — Working stresses were 2150 Ib. per cause of the lack of oe neriones io 

hardening of the concrete sq. in. in the concrete and 120,000 Soe a P : 
lardening or The’ concrete in : this type of construction. Foot- 

(2) Wires stretched before the Ib. per sq. in. in the steel wires. oY . “oe _ 
7 aed ew oP a ae ee, te sosag Mage unas bridges, bridges for pipe lines and 

hardening of the concrete The thickness is three feet nine ; aie 
hardening of the concrete ; : beams for building are also con- 

oo . ; inches at mid-span and three feet : ne ‘ 
' me first method is more — seven inches at the support. Mate- structed of prestressed concrete. 

or large structural members made ‘ale used consist of Sabie “ 
: ei hand is anes sol rials used consist of 110 cubic Cendlusions 

on the job and is uneconomical for yards of concrete, 51/; tons of steel 
anything less than about 30 feet. wire, 2.55 tons of steel in the end Prestressed concrete has been 

The second method is econom- plates, and 34 ton of mild steel successfully used in place of rein- 

ically done in mass production in hars, forced concrete and possess the 

factories of conerete products of The cost of the prestressed slab following advantages: 
smaller size, since the handling was 85 per cent of the cost of the (1) The thickness of a slab is 

and transportation of large mem- slab in ordinary reinforced con- considerably reduced, re- 

hers is expensive. crete, although the thickness was sulting in a saving of con- 
Real ae ee has been much less. crete, 

successfully used in the construc Road bridges have also been (2) The slabs do not crack if : an) an eral 2 ges have als¢ s 9 > slabs re 

tom of railway bridges. One of the suecessfully constructed with pre- the working load is not ex- 

first railway bridges to be built of stressed concrete slabs, The first ceeded by more than 50 per 

prestressed concrete was the Mi- prestressed road bridge built in cent. 

zcir Bridge in Brussels. A compari- Belgium was constructed with a (3) Overall costs are reduced 

son of estates of materials for span of 43 feet and a width of 39 considerably. 

this job is as follows: feet. The materials included 120 (4) The amount of steel re- 

Slab. in’ Ordinary Reinforced cu. yd. of concrete 5Y% tons of quired is small. 

Concrete. The working stresses wire, and about 31/4 tons of steel THE END 
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Job facts from Du Pont 
CAN 

BENEFIT PROGRAM MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

MEANS ADDED INCOME EXPANSION PROGRAM MOVIE AVAILABLE 

by C. M. Forbes OPENS UP MANY NEW FOR A.S.M.E. MEETINGS 

Du Pont personnel representative CAREER OPPORTUNITIES ‘Theres. great Jean’: ferwmedian. 

ical engineers at Du Pont. In fact, the 
ratio of mechanical to chemical en- 
gineers is just under 1:2. Whether 

— _ your chosen field is research, develop- 
_ The location of your first assignment — ment, plant engineering, production 

. ee with DuPont depends on your quali- supervision or sales engineering, you'll 
io _ fications and on the openings in your _ find a good future at DuPont. 

o£ oo 4 , Rell pat a effort is made to mateh If you would like to learn in detail 
= 7 7 e job and the location with your h Shani : . . 
ad p safarenée. ‘The ghanéesfowarsucessse what mect anical engineers do in the 

 .. rc pre e.ch ances chemical industry, arrange to see the 
ss _ ful match are good. DuPont film, Mechanical Enzineeri 

—_— 2 u ont film, Mechanical Engineering 
a = i Today there are men and women at Du Pont. It is available at no cost 

 \. 4 carving out careers with DuPont at for A.S.M.E. chapter meetings, fra- 
- y more than 75 plants and nearly 100 ternity house and dormitory showings. 

: Cf laboratories spread throughout 26 — Write to Room 12421 Nemours Build- 
yo ae] states. Last year the Company spent ing, E. I, du Pont de Nemours & Co. 

$220 million for new plants and for (Inc.), Wilmington 98, Delaware. 
Don’t forget the “extras” of an em- increased capacities at existing instal- 

ployee benefit program when you com- lations. This year new plants have —_————. wo qa 

pare the job offers and salaries of already been put into operation: an SEND FOR 
different companies. At Du Pont, these Virginia and Michigan. Six more 
extras mean added income that doesn’t are under construction. Others are INFORMATION BOOKLET 
always meet the eye. They include planned for the near future. Tink ann} Wocklete: — 
‘ee Woe ys ormational booklets about Du Pont are 

life insurance; BrOup. hospitalization Most Du Pont units, it is true, are yours for the asking. Subjects include: 
and surgical coverage, accident and located east of the Mississippi. Com- mechanical, civil, metallurgical, chemi- 
health insurance, pension plan and pany headquarters, for example, along cal. electrical and industrial engineers 
paid vacation. with many labs and plants, are located at DuPont; technical sales, research 

In addition, the Company sponsors in and around Wilmington, Delaware. pnd development. a name the subject 

a thrift plan. After two years of serv- which is a pleasant residential area a sohual adocese no EL iy nt de 
ice, for every dollar you invest in within easy reach of Washington, Newiours: & Co. (Inc.), Rubi 12491 

U.S. Savings Bonds the Company sets Philadelphia and New York. But there Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, 
aside 25 cents for the purchase of are also plants and laboratories in Delaware. 
common stock in yourname. Roughly, California. Towa, Kansas and Texas, 
60,000 of our employees are now par- and plants in Colorado, Missouri and 
ticipating in this plan. Washington. 

If you have specific questions on Wherever you’re assigned, you'll be cpp 
DuPont benefits, just send them to proud of the Du Pont Company both 
me. Pll be happy to try to answer — on and off the job. You'll find the ee 
them. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. people you work with friendly, stimu- BETTER! THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
(Ine.), Room 12421 Nemours Build- lating. and active in the life of the eG el ea 

ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware. community. 
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1 SS 

I by Don Roeber (ee’60) 

Humble Oil and Refining McDonnell Aircraft 
fs Y- P. R. Mallory & Co. General Electric 

Midland Industrial Finishes General Electric-Research 
Pet Milk 
Remington Rand Univac WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5 
Civil Aeronautics J. I. Case 

MONDAY, ‘OCTOBER: 27 Chevrolet Saginaw 

pice : = Continental Oil 
- a California Institute Tech. (Jet Factory Insurance 

G eropulsion) Kalamazoo Vegetable Parchment 
su Darke Davis _ 

COMPANIES INTERVIEWING ON Line Material Industries gure Davis fo: 
CAMPUS FIRST SEMESTER Shell Oil & Affiliates (all divisions) Coact & Geodetic Sur 

1958-1959 TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28 General Electric Res. 

(Interviews held on 4th floor of M. E. Bldg. American Oil Hamilton Standard 
unless otherwise noted.) abcock ¢ ile Babcock and Wilcox THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 6 

MONDAY, OCTOBER 20 Consumers Power 

oc Corning Glass Works Chemstrand Corp. 
Douglas Aircraft General Foods Collins Radio 
Graver Tank & Mfg. Shell Oil and Affiliates Diamond Alkali 

Los Alamos Scientific Labs Firestone Tire & Rubber 
Pillsbury Mills WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29 Food Machinery 
Standard Oil of California Bell System (all divisions) Radio Corporation of Am. 
U. S. Steel (all divisions) Union Carbide Nuclear West Bend Aluminum 
U.S. Army Research and U. S. Rubber 

Development West Virginia Pulp & Paper FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7 
Allied Chemical & Dye (all divisions) 

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21 a ean Aiea, *° Dayton Power & Light 

Battelle. Memorial Oe Se fate . Collins < : Avco Mfg. (Crosley Div.) Marele KG 
Colgate Palmolive Se Mere 0. 

S . Bell System RCA 
Fansteel Metallurgical Northern Illinois Gas 2 Sat oh 
General Tire & Rubber Trane oe 
Inland Stecl Products ane MONDAY; NOVEMBER) 10 
Westinghouse FRIDAY, OCTOBER 31 Argonne National Labs 

Zenith Radio Corp. Air Reduction Barber Colman | 
Corps of Engineers ‘Archer Daniels General Mills Central Research 

Elgin National Watch General Mills Mechanical Div. 

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22 Falk Corp General Motors 
. . Owens Illinois 

Allen Bradley Harnischfeger P Oil 

Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago LeTourneau Westinghouse Oe 
= ne 5 sede Republic Steel 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Snap-on-Tools Sweny Cyrsscope 
Standard Oil of Ind. (all divisions) Socony Mobil Oil (Overseas) sperry. Meyroscope 
State Highway Dept. of Indiana Trane TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 

Upjohn Caterpillar Tract 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23 aterpl1. ar ractor 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 3 Inland Steel 
Burroughs: 7 Air Preheater Int. Business Machines (Ba) 
General Telephone (Wis.) General Electric Int. Harvester 

Johnson Service Institute Paper Chem. Libbey Owens Ford Glass 
United Aircraft Research Kimberly Clark Swift Research 

{onegum, Com Phillips Petroleum Co. Union Carbide 
Esso on ne of La. A. O. Smith Whirlpool 
Standard Oil of Indiana Victor Chemical Works Wis. State Bur. Pers. 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24 Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. General Motors 

H. D. Conkey & Co. TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4 WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12 

Comell Aeronautical Labs Firestone Tire & Rubber® Corn Products 
Esso Research & Engr. & Esso Std. B. F. Goodrich Chemical Union Bag Camp Paper 

Oil of La. & Jersey Production Res. Hamilton Standard General Motors (all divisions) 

(Latter two subject to change) Haynes Stellite Caterpillar 
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13 Kappa Eta Kappa A number of options are avail- 
American: Cyanamid . able for the engineering science Bendix (all divisions) Kappa Eta Kappa is a profes- e engineering ‘science 
Chrysler sional electrical engineering frater- courses. There 1S One in Engineer- 
LB. —e nity, with their house located at ing Mechanics, d th a ecticl 

Wyandotte Chemicals 204 North Munreay. hy ee waite sheared 0} aie ‘desi jodi FRIDAY? ‘NOVEMBER 12 members participate in various far snide e h ; pure : erect . 
Askania Regulator activities which were highlighted Zon SEGEDES WHOSE, mem 1D Crest AS 
Bakelite by the election of their candidate m mathematics and physics. Koppers for Campus Clown at last year's The program will also be offered 
inde: So. Campus Carnival. Each menth e the Milwaukee Campus of the 

Wis. State Highway Kappa Eta Kappa puts up exhibits TAVEESETY: 
I. B. M. of interest to electrical engineers in 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17 the Electrical Engineering build- FORMER STUDENT WINS 
Commonwealth Edison ing. FELLOWSHIP 

Ethyl & Camble KHK has chapters at Wisconsin, John B. Picchiottino, a 1958 bach- 
Siandard. Vaeuuit Oil, Minnesota, Kansas and the Mil-  elor of science graduate of the Uni- 
Texas Co. waukee School of Engineering. versity of Wisconsin, has won a 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18 They have a social program which | Hughes Master of Science Fellow- 
Interstate Power meets the needs of electrical engi- ship Award enabling him to con- 
Liberty Mutual Insurance neering students and includes in- tinue his education while working 
Kabra Malleable formal parties, exchange dinners part-time for Hughes Aircraft Com- 
Peoples Gas Light & Coke and an annual formal dance. pany. 
Swift Picchiottino, of 300 W. Warni- 
Ethyl . Alpha Chi Sigma mont Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., is 

Broctet -¢¢ ‘Gamible Alpha Chi Sigma is a professional one of 136 graduates of 73 colleges 
WEDNESDAT:: NOVEMBER 19. and social fraternity in the fields of 1 and universities across the nation to 

Chicago Bridge & Iron chemistry and chemical engineer.  Teceive Hughes MS. Fellowship 
Columbia Southern ing. The “Ax” House as their chap- | Awards for 1958. The greup repre- 
Raytheon Mfg. ter house is commonly referred to Sents 37 states and Hawaii. 
square D of Ohio is at 621 North Lake, AXE has 63 Ee aoe has enrolled this fall 
Sun Oil Co. collegiate chapters and 34 profes- i. the paversity or Southern cal 

sional chapters. Their social activi- orma. for graduate study leading 
mH Reoirel Mite 70 ties include weekend parties, spring t0_@ master’s degree. He worked 
Cargill formal, exchange dinners and an ens uae ae art-time 
City of Milwaukee annual picnic. months and will work part-time 

Ment on, Alpha Chi Sigma’s professional uring the regular academic year 
Minneapolis Honeywell, Micro Switch Program is both extensive and jt & Stee JO C Ose y 1 ated to 

& Morton Grove divisions varied. Several prominent local cit- is studies at Hughes research and 
Wisconsin Electric Power izens are guest speakers throughout psvelepmen ‘ Jabot, He om 

S apine : . al hi e@ a member of the Hughes tech- 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING ie yee cheny ops high nical staff. His tuition, fees and cost 

IES signed to stimulate interest in of textbooks will be borne by the 
; cohence : , . "company, - Anenigle a are promoted by the frater At Wisconsin, Picchiottino spe- 

_ Triangle Fraternity, 438 North ° cialized in electrical engineering. 
Frances, is a social-professional NEW COURSE ESTABLISHED He is a member of the Society of 
fraternity of engineers and arch- . . Student Engineers and Tau Beta Pi 
itects. The twenty chapters of The University Faculty has es- and received sophomore and a 
Triangle are centered at mid- tablished a new “Course in Applied Unico National Scholarship. His 
western colleges yet range from Mathematics and Engineering activities included vice-presidency 
U.C.L.A. on the west to Cornell in Physics”. It replaces the old — o¢ the Radio Club. , 
the east. The Wisconsin Chapter “Course in Applied Mathematics 
has twenty-two members who are 8d Mechanics” which was some- PROF. LENZ TO HEAD CE 
active in all campus activities, what too rigid for today’s needs and DEPARTMENT 

Last spring Triangle sponsored 0 longer very popular with the 
tours through the engineering students. Prof. Arno T. Lenz, of the Uni- 

buildings as a part of Parent’s The course represents a joint pro- _- versity of Wisconsin College of En- 
Weekend. Although primarily a gram of the College of Letters and _ gineering’s department of civil en- 
professional fraternity, Triangle has Science and the College of Engi- gineering, has been chosen chair- 
a social program adapted to engi- _ neering. It will provide basic train- | man of the UW civil engineering 
neering students. Football parties, ing in related areas of applied department. 
a Christmas partv, exchange din- mathematics, physics and engineer- Lenz succeeds Prof. James G. 
ners, St. Pat’s Weekend, and the ing science, with emphasis on the- Woodburn, who served as_chair- 
S»ring Formal are the highlights  cretical aspects in the engineering | man of the department for nine 
of the social schedule. courses. (Continued on next page) 
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years in addition to teaching and __ internationally,” Renk said,“He has chosen subject. He likes to teach, 
research duties. Woodburn will be — shown a constant concern with the to explain, and is unusually able in 
able to devote fulltime to these problems of the engineering stu- technical exposition, His unusual 
duties now, dent, and has vigorously advanced __ gift for words is seldom found in 

Lenz has been connected with teaching in the area of engineering one with so much technical abil- 

Wisconsin engineering for 30 years. and applied paper a aS YF ity... 
& wis syaduated 7 ient in considering the problems o 

Gallese ee oes i id students, yet he is stimulating to SALARIES HOLD STEADY 

earned a master of science degree them. Average starting salaries for 1958 
in 1930 and a Ph.D. in 1940, all in “Prof. Korevaar has devoted so engineering graduates are match- 
civil engineering with his major much of his time and energy to _ ing last year’s all-time high. 
field in hydraulic and sanitary engi- _ teaching and administration in con- Average-starting pay for January 

renin een Nog eresr_ nation with eeering de une ecto rte 
ONSEN! SEAMED, eee ae at : 2 Se Illinois Institute of Technology, 

He is a member of a half dozen vancms his professional standing: im Chicago, was $470 a onthe 
national engineering and educa- _ his ae FA eae aa we & same as last year, according to Earl 
tional organizations, and has done —- mental and applied research. Anex- Kubicek, director of placement. 
considerable research in the UW cellent young mathematician, he n : 
hydraulics and sanitary engineering _ has devoted himself wholeheartedly The 1957 electronics boom 
laboratory in dam construction and to the teaching of applied mathe- brought electrical engineering start- 
hydrology, and water resources in- matics to his students, among whom — ng salaries to $515 a month last 
vestigations. is a very large percentage of engi- year, he said. This year’s electrical 

neers.” engineering average was $470 a 

TWO FACULTY MEMBERS WIN A 30 year-old assistant professor month. 
TEACHING AWARDS of electrical engineering at the Uni- “However, mechanical-engineers, 

versity of Wisconsin who received who are more basic in industrial 

_A man who was transplanted his Ph.D. degree just three years application, commanded an aver- 
from Holland to Wisconsin to be- ago, Wayne B. Swift, Monday re- age monthly salary of $483 com- 
come an inspiring teacher of math- ceived the coveted Kiekhofer Me- pared to last year’s average of 
ematics for University of Wisconsin morial Teaching Award. $465,” Kubicek added. 
i@uieerin’ students was ‘av: ree ee Sm ne te, SLI check which sper The overall ura, he pled 

Ids Award of $1,000 for excel- with ‘the See eee eee eee Out, also wees starting sa anes fe De hn gorchine ohana} fore a meeting of the University of — for chemical, civil, fire protection 
ence in the teaching of engineers. Wisconsin faculty by UW Regent and safety, food, industrial, and 

The man is Prof. Jacob Korevaar, George Watson, metallurgical engineering, and me- 
the UW department of mathemat- Given annually to outstanding chanics graduates. 

Ics, who, a 1952, has been SEE young Wisconsin faculty members “In spite of talk of recession, de- 
cializing in the teaching of “engi- for “éxcellence in teaching,” the pression, and layoffs, there has 

peering or app lied mathematics to award is a “living memorial” honor- been no material change in indus- 
UW engineering students, Belore ing the beloved UW economics  try’s demand for qualified engineers 
4 came to the United States in teacher, Prof. William H. Kiek- holding a bachelor’s degree,” he 

1949, the youthful Prof. Korevaar, hofer, whose classes in elementary said. 

now only 35, was referred to aS economics enrolled more than 70,- “C anies are be ; 
the best teacher of mathematics in _QQQQ) students during the long years ompanies: are becoming more 

Holland. of his teaching prior to his death and more selective,” he added. 
as ‘ ‘ eI a “They want engineers who suit 
The presentation was made by _ in 1951. their needs—whether or not. the 

Wilbur N. Renk, Sun Prairie, pres- Prof. Swift has taught a variety aradtiates Ags draft exempt or in 
ident of the UW Board of Regents, of undergraduate courses and is the to is ter of thei.class” 
who said that Prof. Korevaar “has collaborating this year in teaching P qua . . a 

served his department far beyond a graduate course and in research The market for engineers still is 
the call of duty in building up its associated with Wisconsin’s Van- greater than the number of grad- 
courses of study for engineering guard Satellite. uates, Kubicek added. He quoted 

students. He has been teaching In their citation for the award, 2° 1957 national survey made by in- 
these courses in over-sized sections the Kiekhofer Award Committee dustry which showed that a com 
in order to provide for all students said he has “those characteristics  P@™Y Was successful in recruiting 
who have need of them in their which constitute the excellence in when it secured 52% of the engi- 
major field of study. And outside teaching symbolized by the late neering graduates wit needed 
the classroom he has been very prof. William Henry Kiekhofer.” through college recruitment. 
helpful to students on an individual “According to the testimony of “However, college recruiting still 
basis. his colleagues,” the citation said, remains the most effective way for 

“He is highly regarded as a “Dr. Swift is generous, enthusiastic, | American industry to secure much- 
teacher and researcher by his de- never caustic, commands respect needed engineering personnel, 
partmental colleagues here at our by reason of his very apparent in- Kubicek said. 
University as well as nationally and telligence and knowledge of his THE END 
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i a Ww — . seme — 

FN t s oe / iy ne e 

oe fore & Fl ee | . bh 

E Vag 8 Western ectric S jo 

y SS ‘ee It is Western Electric’s job in the Bell System to manufacture some 65,000 different 
4 Ad parts which are assembled into a vast variety of telephone apparatus and equipment. 
he 7 This job, coupled with our other responsibilities as part of the System, requires the 
, assistance of engineers in every field. 

CY . ta, Their skills and talents are needed to develop new manufacturing techniques, solve 
a quality control problems, determine machine and tool requirements, devise testing 

I J a a: facilities and methods. They work on new applications for metals and alloys, calculate 
_ sy . io Taw material needs, seek manufacturing cost reductions. 

oe Te” In helping meet the Bell System’s need for more and better telephone equipment, 
— a Western Electric engineers have assignments in the other areas of our job—installation, 

f distribution and purchasing. 

: Our engineers are also deeply involved in defense projects entrusted to us by the 
! government. Because of our specialized experience as part of the Bell System we are 
| well equipped to handle the job. Among these projects: the Nike guided missile system 
i — and the White Alice communications network in Alaska. 

\ awe : Of course, Western Electric engineers are encouraged and assisted in developing 
ve ‘ | : professionally ...in expanding their technical know-how. Company-sponsored pro- 

ge j , ‘ grams — like the full-time Graduate Engineering Training Program and the Tuition 
7 4-26 Refund Plan—help them along. 
. 3 a of Promotion from within—a Western Electric policy—helps many of our engineers 
ig i ie move into positions of prime responsibility. Today, 55% of the college graduates in our 
Li. 7 oa upper levels of management have engineering degrees. In 
i... — the next ten years, 7,000 key jobs must be filled by newly 
— : : promoted people —engineers included. 

Ll . f Western Electric technical fields include mechanical, 
|. / . > electrical, chemical and civil engineering, plus the physi- 

 . _ - . cal sciences. For more information pick up a copy of 
: “Consider a Career at Western Electric” from your 

_ _ , - Placement Officer. Or write College Relations, Room 
_ ~ . 1111D, Western Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New 

ae | Nas asd Me > York 7, N. Y. And sign up for a Western Electric inter- 
_ y ee, aa \ — view when the Bell System Interviewing Team visits your oe Te Me campus. 

Fong, rt io “te 

eS : iS 8 f ” 

. ~ 8 F ae 7 Wesferst I enelS see eS : . 
No wT) 
rs] & — dk “4 MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago, Ill; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Lincoln and Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.. and Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, Ill. and Little Rock. Ark. Also Western. Electric Distribution Centers in 32 cities and Installation headauarters in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway. New York 7, NV. Y. 
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Reactors ports from Russia are that the value __ presentation to those engineers who 
of adequate shelters is realized have recently been successful in 

(Continued from page 21) there and that excellent shelters in meeting the requirements. i 8 

The Argonne National Labora- the ee u deep onary a It is anticipated that dinner 

tory’s Experimental Breeder Reac- beer. ramen ted da: tunne: SAaVE meetings of the respective chapters 

tor No. 2, which is shown in Figure een bee im major ‘tn will be held preceding the public 

6, is in many ways the most ad- and probably at important military meetings and that honored recip- 

vanced, and most difficult, of all Posts. ients of certificates along with 

the reactors in the present pro- W. S. P. E. OFFICE their families and friends will be 
gram. The reactor will have a The Wisconsin Society of Profes invited to attend. The Southwest, 
small core containing plutonium ional Engineers hes seaently Northwest, Milwaukee, Lake Su- 
surrounded by a breeder blanket sioné ginee POF cm auiet perior, Waukesha, and Southeast 

F aatugal Ul938. The tore will opened an office at 2550 University Te ce 2 
of natural U-238. The core wi Avenné'in Madisari chapters have set dates in Novem- 
contain no moderating material, for ‘ thie < th . f e time that the ber and December. 

it is important to keep the neutrons Stat "Bock wk is had office facili 
: : ; State Society has ha ve facili- 

as energetic as possible to achieve ties * diher than ih the home or SUMMER CONFERENCE 

the highest breeding gain. Such a ° . i | | 

concentration of fuel in a fast office of the Secretary—Treasurer. W.S.P.E. members from through- : a a_fast- . : 4 : 
neutron. bieéde® is hard to aol The office is now staffed with a out the State met in Milwaukee at 

and. i aisceptible % severe vadia regularly employed stenographer the Plankinton House on August 

tien asa . Therefore the. bir who will help to process much of 22-23, 1958 for the Eleventh An- 
BINGEG: 2 SOretOre 8 the State Society’s correspondence nual Summer Conference. 

problem of the fast breeder is to 1 it ‘ : 
acquire a delicate balance between and publication material. The annual summer meeting was 
. . “nadinace . held on t! rning of August 23 
unusable compactness and un- PUBLIC MEETINGS FOR THE ISSU- ~ hi jhe mor i ae _ 
workable diffuseness. ANCE OF CERTIFICATES FOR BE WICH UTRE TEPorls job tae van” 

EBR_2 ‘will have: a he: eu , ous State Committees were pre- 
; 2 will, have: @ ‘neat outpu P.E.’S AND EIT'S sented. (See Report of the Civil 

of about 60,000 kilowatts and an ‘i . aoe LEDOLL oe 
electrical output of about 15,000 Again this fall several of the State | Defense Committee in this issue) 

kilowatts It is ho ned that while Chapters will sponsor public meet- The Conference on Utilization of 
the specific ower (material eff. ngs at which Certificates of Regis- Scientists and Engineers and the 
demo) is lex than in thermal ye. Uation as a Professional Engineer National conventions of State 
actors, the breeding ath and ish and Certification as an Engineer- Registration Boards of Architects, 
thermal cfliciency e the face in-Training will be presented. A Engineers, and Land surveyors, 
beeadar svsten will waké it an member of the Engineering Section were held this same week in Mil- 
acononis. ee ~~ ‘ of the Wisconsin Registration waukee and W.S.P.E. members 

The homogeneous reactor and Board of Architects and Profes- were in attendance at some of the 

the fast breeder ‘represent ‘the sional Engineers will make the sessions. THE END 

boldest and most difficult designs 

in the program. They also offer the STUDENT ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION MEETING SCHEDULE FOR ACADEMIC YEAR, 1958-59 
greater potential return. Common Se eee eR 
sense forbids putting all the effort MONTH DATE 
into the most advanced systems. Tucsday Walnaslay Thesis 
Too much is at stake in designing - — a — 
a workable power plant to omit SEPTEMBER ; ~vss-| 28 Grp LXE | 24 Grp. 25 Polygon 

. 30 Grp. 2) AS 
the more certain but less glamor- aaa Le 

‘iatesas ¢ ; Grp. 4, ASCE | 2. 
ous possibilities, in favor of more OCTOBER......- = ----- =| 7 XE | § Grn. 3" ASCE 9 Polygon 

glamorous but less certain reactors. at Gb i, xe 2» Grd ne 23 Polygon 
Other reactors under study out- == “ 28 Grp2nASAB | 29 GrpdyASCE | 80) yer 

side the AEC’s program are: (1) NOVEMBER. 1 i aE. 1B GPS cuss 18 Rolygon 
the gas-cooled graphite reactor of 25 Greg ASAE | 26 Grig,asce | 37 Nose’ 
the British; (2) the uranium-bis-  }icuwper : : — , ASAE a 2 xB ue 

] - eCEMBE ‘ 2 f 3. Grp. 3 4 
muth circulating fuel system at 2 oP? 10 ASCH, SAE oye 

1 . arp. 1, 7 7 arp. 3 Pe 
Brookshaven National Laboratory; nae a PR Gea | ASH? ae Loan 

: a. FEBRUARY. 3 XE rp. § 5 Pl 
(3) the large program of military 1) Gp, ASAE ri Grp. dasce | 12 Nose’ 
reactors. It is expected that within 24 Grp 28 ASCH, SAE 26 yee 
five years the best types of nuclear MARCH. _ See Lops E Pobean 
power reactor design will be well 10 Grp.2, ASAE | 11 Grp.4, ASCE | 12 None 

17 Grp. 1, XE 18 Grp. 3 19 Polygon 
known. THE END 24 Grp. 2 25 ASCH, SAB 26 year 

APRIL. _. | 7 XE 8 Grp.3 9 Polyg 

W.S.P.E HOSRTAM® |B GRD asce |e ee rp. 1, XE 22 Grp. 23 Polyg 
acta 28° Grp. 2 29 ASCH, SAE 30 ene" 

(Continued from page 42) MAY... * Q XE ASAE “ Grp. 3 ase 7 Polygon 
; / irp.2, ASAE | 13 Grp. 4, ASCE | 14 None 

90% to about 3% The article also 19 Grp. 1, XE 20 Grp. 3 21 Polygon 

notes the little the nation is doing ——— 0 oooaaaoaDhWDUYN .~ Se 2 
; oat cotnetrophe Group 1—ryB HKN Group 2—AFS S to avert possible catastrophe. Re- Group 364 Mu-SAN Group 4 Ane whee! AICHE ANKE 
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In nucleonics, Andrew Selep, Special engineering by Paul W. Sales manager, Robert Horn, Electronics man, William E. Martin, 
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, BME Clark, lowa State College, EE'49, Marquette University, EE'51,heads Alabama Polytechnic Institute, BSEE 
53, is working on the problem of is of large job involving combined sales of voltage regulators used ‘53, engineers applications of in- 
reactor safeguards. electrical equipment. on power lines. duction heaters. 

| tl Hl | f t ( {| ld f 

pos ge Br a 

\ a ‘a ~ te | | io 

Design of generators for steam Field sales of America’s widest | Promotionman, Robert. Carlson, Application and sales of steam 
turbines is directed by G. W. range of industrial equipment is Worcester Polytechnic Institute, ME condensers for power plants are 
Staats, Illinois Institute of Teche career of Carl E. Hellerich, U. of ‘50, directs promotion of switchgear, handled by William E. Ellingen, U. 
nology, Ph. D. '56. Nebraska, ME '49. and substations, of Wisconsin, ChE ‘49. 

k | { f l ( [ | 

‘THe outstanding training course started to jobs in research, design, manufacturing, 

by Allis-Chalmers has proved a spring- application and sales. 
board to many worthwhile careers. In fact, Even though you may not know exactly 

most of the A-C management team has what you wish to do, the Allis-Chalmers 

stemmed from its ranks. training course is designed to help you find 

Up to two years of theoretical and practi- the type of work and the field to which you 

cal training are offered. This experience leads are best suited. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS (AC) 
A-5600 
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i [rr @6 a0 eo. : 

ot) | ae aeeee. : 
a (ee. e068 s . ° * + 

Li oi,’ ie “ of If YOU are graduating in Engineering : 

ee Ae foo. 4 or the Sciences, you owe it to yourself : 
: Ne. LAY Lao 8 . . : 

Coe .) bee to investigate the career : 

- Ny a am nme advantages of becoming a : 

rN \ yo : \\ Se CONVAIR © « bs | aS Co : | & a A 1 . hen . 

a k® oar Be (= MISSILES © 7 Beg >: —ae : 

ee : 

2 = : EZ . : 
: ‘ TG zy CONVAIR-POMONA in Southern : 

: aS : Ape 7 California is the first fully-integrated mis- 7 
: = © a sile plant in the U.S. Here the Navy’s : 

7 : “ TERRIER supersonic missile is designed and : 

: ADVANCED DEGREES > PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT built. You, as.a graduate engineer or science i 
: can be earned while a full- =: ~=convarr-pomona is housed major, can build an outstanding career in * 
° time employee of convarr- : in the newest kind of air- electronics and missiles systems at CONVAIR- . 
: Pomona. Salaricsand benefits + conditioned plant. Research Y ill k with th d $ 
: compare with the highest in! and Development facilities POMONA. Tou will work with the most mod- : 
: private industry anywhere. : manned by “name” experts. ern electronic equipment known. Better ¢ 

: se veeeceececcececeeeees Deseeeeeceeccsssseeeeeee — Yet, you will work with the kind of friendly, : 
: CoO ‘ ae informed engineer-scientist groups that are : 

‘ g He : Beno pacing the advance into outer space. And : : 4 : 
2 \ : I i you will live where the climate and oppor- . 

: A) | : = a tunities for spacious living and outdoor : : : eS pi : 
: " = : ae recreation are unsurpassed in America. : 

' PROMOTION FROM WITHIN + CALIFORNIA LIVING SEND RESUME FOR COMPLETE : 

< assures you of continuing : close to mountains, desert, INFORMATION TO: * 

: evaluation of capabilities and : seashore. Modern homes with ENGINEERING PERSONNEL DEPT. 7-c : 
. the swiftest possible advance- : swimming pools are within : ° 

: ment in this constantly + — easy price range. Year-’round Engineering Personnel Dept. 7-C : 
: expanding organization. + outdoor sports and recreation. : 

: Ee : 
: POMONA, CALIFORNIA ° 

7 A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION > 
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New Beauty on Cleveland's Skyline 

Got lifetime service valves THE ILLUMINATING BUILDING 
and got them fast Ais 

i Ae so 

by choosing JENKINS A Via 

More than top quality in valves was required i 

for this $17,000,000 aluminum-and-glass Ae ee 
building, completed in April 1958 to provide - oF i ag 

offices for the Cleveland Electric Iuminat- AI, UAARGAE aaa MHL HUD 
ing Company and other industrial and com- i ee a a, le, ne , ting ll 
mercial tenants. In addition to valves that Cee Big hag EN aay ta 

as, ts a ae . ae a yy a a ly ey 
would last for the building’s lifetime, the build- i ae a Ce mn a 
ers sought assurance that a close delivery date tt on a Di. iia ag ee iy is, 

would be met. A to 4 ine ntti Mey dc ‘i 
a ee — Pi ies. | || Aibe e 

Both were assured by the choice of Jenkins yh 4 fa nda Veaea ah Ye, ) , : re” ll i 
Valves for all plumbing, heating and air con- _ vy ... 1 1 Neen oc, ies. 
sae es le ae ® ea | ee in 

ditioning lines. we ls “i ae en a Ve 

For almost a century the name JENKINS has as _ eo | j Pe neil 1, ‘illiia 2 

meant enduring quality. Jenkins Valves in Co |... a ea ‘ 
‘i 84 Q fa SF eee oe tay 

service for fifty years and good for many more ‘atl tee saat 
are often reported. a ae a py a | ee ine (ayy cy 

ce ame OU 
And, when valves are needed quickly, Jenkins’ ie oy ee eaene A a a He nail 
efficient, national system of distribution can’t Nea 0) WGP emoncen ese. i. ill 
be surpassed. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Avenue, ee Hell ciy 

New York 17. yo OD OMNES RRs anatotD:oshoteena lMbiiaaiflll 
T emmmnemet HOMCUAG LCC cleose lel cates tlle 

Architects: ae 
te seit Latin, NEWXOHR ee ea | molonbode sean aetna ull 

‘onsulting Engineers: Ce eT cantenstelit 

Con rom a & Bolts, New York ounfanate Bieeandittttepessttinrittntmrint 
McGeorge, Hargett and Associates, | 7) A we a irewunnennenranenereenty / a / Oe ssdennennneenentins® i 

Cleveland a | EC eee ae Ue 
General Contractor: or i. | U eeee i aaueem et OO 

Geotue A. Buller Company, New'Woik , a genre” oa TE 
Heating-Air Conditioning Contractors: ae © ssiih 

Kerby Saunders Company, New Yorks, Se 1 ' _ , 
Feldman Brothers Company, Clevelan a on 

Plumbing Contractors: ee ew ~<a — 
Kerby Saunders Company, New York; a. : Se ge ay aati al 

Gorman Lavelle Plumbing-Heating Co., ane. 2 of — 
Cleveland hg? * is. g ~ vol on 

Managing Agents: Lge RO 2. ee 
Ostendorf-Morris Company, Cleveland eee ll CO — 

7: ef) ee. 2 een - : 

cope bg 
Pa ae ee » FEN ‘ 

oe: is fy B= a W, 7 » 7S . LOOK FOR THE JENKINS BIAMONO ® 

Pet ie i E 
a Ea ee) >a y we \ Al, \ I S aor 

es _ 

Typical of more than 4,000 Jenkins Valves of bronze, 
iron and cast steel serving this building owned by the Sold Through Leading Distributors Everywhere 
55 Public Square Corp., Cleveland. 
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Computer capable of storing a word of 31 gives: the entry command by de- 
digits and sign. These registers are pressing the entry key. This clears 

(Continued from page 30) able to regain information and the storage location addressed of 
to transfer command to the key- perform addition or subtraction any previously stored information 
board for operator control and operations. Four additional regis- and prepares the location for re- 
subsequent manual entry of data. ters have the same characteristics  ceipt of new information. The 
This is often the case in routines but are also able to participate in number is submitted by depress- 
used repeatedly as, for example, Multiplication, division, square ing the keys representing the 
transcendental functions. root extractions, and combined op- specific digits in order of their oc- 

Another means of automatic erations. All registers are designed currence in the number. Follow- 
control is by use of program and to receive and store only one word ing this, the sign is given the num- 
data tapes. The program tape may —©r_- unit or numerical information, ber by depressing the plus or 
be cut simultaneously with the consisting of digits, decimal point minus key. This will fix the num- 
original © manual operation and and sign, Each register has a ber in storage. 
used later in conjunction with a specific address, assuring recall of Control of the decimal point 
data tape. This is advantageous in the number stored in that location may be made automatically if the 
loops or reproduction of program and no other number. Submission nachine is operating in auto point parts for reuse. of another number to a storage lo- inode. In this method of decimal 

These methods of storing in- cation already storing a number point control the decimal point is 
structions or automatic program. Will eliminate — that previously stored in the position as entered 
ming are not to be confused with stored information. Some planning by the operator. This stored point 
the internally stored programs of _ is needed to assure that the regis- will control shifting operations 
the large computer. This type of _ ter addressed is the proper one, necessary to maintain decimal 
programming is still essentially ex- containing the number that the point significance during subse- 
ternal, the control panel and tape — °P¢Tator wants to work with. quent operations. 
input devices not being part of the Arithmetic. The arithmetic unit A diagrammatic interpretation 
computer memory. performs arithmetic and_ logical of the activity during an auto 

Output. Output is similar to in- operations. Decimal point contro] point entry operation may be 
put and utilizes the same physical can occur if the machine is op- made from the following: 
components; however, it receives erating under auto point (IBM : 
its information from internal 610) or in floating point mode Program: Address register Ol, 
sources and acts as a communica- (used on many computers ). Simple command entry, enter number. 
tion device to submit information choices may be made by the ma Program Execution: 
from the machine to the operator, chine in this unit such as testing ‘ 
A special output device used on for plus-minus, or zero signifi- Register OL addressed z 
the IBM 610 is the cathode-ray- cance, if the operator has prepared (Previous number still in storage ) 
tube, which affords visual display the machine for such activities. + 000000041 . 4200000000 
of information stored in the regis- Entry command given. 
ter being addressed. On the sensi- Basic Operational Techniques (Register’s content cleared to zero ) 
tive surface of the tube a config- 000000000 0000000000 
uration of the magnetic spots in Entry 
storage is simulated in a form The first step in machine opera- Nember ee ae 
visible to the operator. Knowing tion is obviously the entry of data (Decima point in its normal 
the code for the spot configura- into storage. This involves at least  — ) 
tion, the operator can identify the one of the input units, the control , m 
content of the register in question. unit and the memory unit. In the Sign given number. 

Control. A control unit in the following descriptions manual op- (Number automatically shifted to 
computer cabinet governs  recip- eration, i.e, operation directly center decimal point) 
rocal flow of information between from the keyboard, will be as- + 0000000057 . 6800000000 
storage and the arithmetic unit. sumed, Entry of data or any other 
This unit governs the transfer of operation may take place by any The floating point method of 
all numerical and command infor- of the methods listed in the decimal point control is based on 
mation received from external in- description of the input units, and a number representation consisting 
put devices and controls all infor- action subsequent to information of two parts, the number itself 
mation flow from the computer to submission will be similar to that (without decimal point) or the 
the external output units. taken following manual submission. mantissa, and the power of ten 

Memory. The memory unit of The first action in an entry op- which will give the mantissa its 
most small computers is a mag- eration is the selection of a storage Correct value. The machine must 
netic drum capable of storing register which is to receive the in- then keep track of the powers to 
digits in the form of magnetic formation. This is done by de- correctly perform operations. By 
spot configurations in addressable pressing appropriate keys in the noting the power of ten  asso- 
locations. The IBM 610 uses an 8” order representing the storage reg- ciated with a particular number, 
magnetic drum which has 80 _ ister’s address. After the register the machine will automatically 
working registers of locations each has been selected, the operator (Continued on page 65) 
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IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS AT JPL 
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PIONEERS IN EARTH-SPACE COMMUNICATIONS 

The exploration of outer space will take a new step for- development of communication systems to serve space 

ward with the completion of the new giant radio antenna exploration programs. Long range communication will 

being installed by JPL near Barstow, California. This huge begin as a one-way link from space to earth, developing 

“dish,” 85 ft. in diameter, will enable the Laboratory later into tracking and communicating with lunar vehicles 

scientists to probe still farther into space problems. at far greater ranges. 

Information thus obtained and combined with lessons This activity will be part of a great research and devel- 
still being learned from the successful Army ‘‘Explorer’’ opment program to be operated jointly by JPL and the 

satellites, will provide invaluable basic data for the United States Army Missile Command. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 
A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

PASADENA + CALIFORNIA 

«JOB OPPORTUNITIES NOW > SYSTEMS ANALYSIS * INERTIAL GUIDANCE * COMPUTER EQUIPMENT * INSTRUMENTATION * TELEMETERING 
OPEN IN THESE FIELDS FLUID MECHANICS * HEAT TRANSFER * AERODYNAMICS * APPLIED PHYSICS * PROPELLANTS * MATERIALS RESEARCH 
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100% “ELECTRONIC” GRAPHITE a SUPERFINE CLAY MAKES THIS LEAD STRUCTURE | 

YOU ALWAYS GET PROVEN QUALITY FROM TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS AND PENCILS 

PROVEN GRADING — 17 different formulae make sure you get exactly the line you expect— 

from every pencil, every time. 

PROVEN DURABILITY— Because compact lead structure gives off no chunks of useless “dust” 

to blow away, Turquoise wears down more slowly. 

PROVEN NEEDLE-POINT STRENGTH — as electron photomicrograph shows, Turquoise lead struc- 

ture is finer—and therefore stronger. It holds a needle point under 

drawing pressures for long lines of unchanging width. 

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY + NEW YORK + LONDON + TORONTO + MEXICO + SYDNEY » BOGOTA 
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' This Electron Microscope takes per - 
pee fect pictures 7,500 times actual size 

Voom —lets you see the startling difference 
ZAG yy, between Eagle's “Electronic” Tur- 

e A \J quoise Lead and the lead in the 
S arp rawihigs Pr) ay <7 usual quality drafting pencil. 

0 ye 
<4 \ = 
er —OOM Bo 
a —— EZ, Wedd Research Industries, ine 

rg Ake 
8) 

ea 
ii. <a 

oy e rr. ibs ‘ ¢ ‘ < 

aa a Relatively large, irregular particles ; 
r E v7 ete 

oP of graphite make a rough-edged 

ee line. Drawings will be inferior. 
; te 

- 2 > "7 

... AND MARKS LIKE THIS 

. i 

« a2 a * é . . . . 

é Tiny, more uniform particles deposit as 

a a Clean-edged, solid line. Drawings 

Wao? will be perfectly sharp, clearly defined. 
x eS dy 

WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLE DEMONSTRATION KIT 
... AND MARKS LIKE THIS (including Turquoise wood pencil, Turquoise lead, and 

f Lrmeemran! . Turquoise “skeleton” lead) naming this magazine. Eagle 
: ; Pencil Company, 703 East 13th Street, New York, N. Y. 

@ TURQUOISE DRAWING PENCILS: ® Electronic” graphite. 17 grades, 6B through 9H. 3 . ace 

_ EAGLE ~ j : - CZ RA lc AN EOE 

2 = — CLEANTEX ee ee ee om, [om .. ee is es ee —o. 

* x eraser. | —— US = TITY ITO iT : E 
13) 6 | Super-soft, | — ee RY UVLO 
a the | non-abrasive —— Goa Si ee Lo a > | 

a So @ TURQUOISE DRAWING LEADS: "PENCILS AND LEADS 
Fit any standard lead holder. Grades 5B through 9H. _ ( 

_ are the 1a: rgest-selling fo 

elec = i CO 
:  rs——sweN“( s~i—“ i‘C ésCOSCOCi‘(‘(‘CNSNCOCC®W @ TURQUOISE LEAD HOLDERS: Hold any grade of Turquoise lead. € bo ee 
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aul) What lable at Allied Chemical? 
Where would you fit into the Allied picture? Perhaps majors, engineers (chemical, mechanical, electrical). 

at one of our 12 research laboratories, more than 100 Facts about these careers are in a new book, “Allied 

plants, or many sales offices throughout the country. What Chemical and Your Future.” Why not write for a copy? 

products would you work on? There are more than 3,000 The Allied interviewer can also answer your questions. 

in all—chemicals, plastics, fibers . .. and new ones coming Your placement office can tell you when he will next 

along every year. visit your campus. 

At Allied, there are careers for chemists, chemistry Allied Chemical, Dept.C-1,61 Broadway, New York 6, N.Y. 
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Computer operations the operator selects tions only on simple arithmetic 
register O1, gives the command to _ operations and elementary choices; 

(Continued from page 60) add, and addresses register 02. therefore information and instruc- 
shift the mantissa to the proper Register 01 acts as an accumula- _ tions must be given in the form of 
position to complete meaningful tor, adding the equivalent of reg- the computer vocabulary, The se- 
subtraction or addition. In the ister 02 to itself. This action nec- quence of operation must be well 
case of multiplication or division essarily destroys the number __ planned for efficient machine use 
the computer simply adds or sub- + 36.20 in register 01 and the sum and for meaningful answers. The tracts exponents to retain decimal is the new content of register 01. problem must be kept within the 
point significance, The next command given will au- limits of the particular machine 

The IMB 610’s storage registers tomatically be addressed to regis- used, and a series of machine in- 
differ from the registers used by ter Ol unless the command is pre- structions must be formulated to 
most large computers in that they ceded by a register selection. assure this result. The product of 
may act as accumulators (aid in The processes of multiplication this work is a written program or addition and subtraction) as well oy division require additional reg- listing of events to be followed by storage registers. The operator isters, These are the special reg- the operator during submission of 
selects the register containing the isters of the IBM 610. To multi. the problem to the computer. If 
number he wishes to add_ to, ply, divide, extract square roots or the program is given to the mae or subtract from, and gives the to perform multiple operations, chine from external sources, as it command to add or subtract by the operator selects the register is in small computers, it is known 
depressing the plus or minus key containing the first operand, gives external programming. In the 
on the keyboard. The equivalent the command to perform the op- larger computers the program it- 
of the content of the next ad- gration and addresses the register self 18 given to memory and dur- dressed register will then be trans- containing the second operand. ing operation the machine is con- ferred to the selected register The answer is developed in an trolled entirely from internal where the operation will be per- answer register, leaving the previ- — S0Urces. The method of program- formed. The selected register acts ously selected and addressed reg- ming is one very distinctive fea- as an accumulator. The result is jgters unchanged. The answer reg- _‘“wre differentiating the large from developed in this selected register ister now becomes the selected the small computer. Many of the and the previous content of that register and the next command small computer characteristics such 
register is lost. The second ad- will be addressed to it automat- _&8_ Size, speed, and simplicity of 

eee Tegister oo “he ically unless otherwise directed. ee the be traced eaatly changed, however, as only the vos . oO the fact that it is an externally 
equivaleat of its content was trans- Now that SOME familiarity with programmed machine. , 
ferred to the first addressed regis- the computers physical elements ter. ‘he. resulk xemaing: in thé and its operational abilities have Logic of Notation 
selected or second addressed regis- been achieved, Somer Conceny, Must , i ; . 
ter, and the next command will be be given to actual problem solu- elton a seniulng PrOpram hits i ‘ i e i 7 been set up it is essential to in- automatically addressed to it un- On: The work prior to the sub eat thie UP . e of . 
less the operator specifically directs ™Ssion_ to the computer of the spect ‘the entire sequence or opera otherwise. “ problem is no small matter. The tions to determine the logic of the 

The following example will help greatest , aves in time and he ns elem Fee Murlous steps clarify the procedure described money lie in this field. Figure = ° Epis SS stage a Above: illustrates the logical steps in a of determining if the program will 
typical problem solution from the work. Diagrams and flow charts 

Problem: (+ 36.20) + ( + 49.09) time the problem is first recog- are often used to follow the activi- 
nized to its final solution on a ties of production, and many times Program: 

ese diagrams will disclos ic: ; computer, these diagrams will disclose logical 
Memory allocation errors not otherwise apparent. +36.20 to register O01 Analysis 

+ 49.08 to register 02 ; ; ; ' Memory Allocation 
y re . Entry of data ie eee Rompition. cE ‘prol~ "some Hine should be deveted % 

Address register OL to earetully "define the problem ™emory allocation, especially in 
Command entry of +36.20 and to ‘state Gt mathematically. | ™ore complex operations or those 
Address register 02 This is generally considered to be which will subsequently be as- 
Command entry of +49,08 preliminary analysis and all steps Signed to large computers. Differ- 

following it compose what is nt blocks of memory should be 
In memory now, the storage known as programming. assigned to different functions 

registers which prior to the entry with the goal of maintaining max- 
of the numbers + 36.20 and Programming imum notation significance, Often 
+ 49.08 contained all zeros (hav- it is useful to record all locations 
ing been cleared of any previous Programming may be defined as in tables or charts which may be 
information by the entry com- all activities necessary to put the used to indicate what is stored and 
mand), now contain + 36.20 and problem into a form acceptable to its location. 
+ 49.08. To perform the required the computer. The computer func- (Continued on page 69) 
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i 
WA — For the first time in an engineer- Problems similar to those com- 

ing book photographic illustrations — monly encountered in practice, to- 

are used extensively not only to — gether with their answers are in- 
dress up the book but to help in cluded at the end of each chapter. 

GRAPHIC SCIENCE explaining fundamentals, especially : 

by Thomes E. Franch end Charles J. Vierk i Gescriptive geometry. Each NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 
McGraw-Hill, 758 pages, $8.50 chapter has a photomural which is The latest 1 h . 

+ tande pa . vealer he latest nuclear research in 

This outstanding new book is intendlee fo ankeigue oe the application of atomic energy 

aimed at a complete understanding with, the TNtETESODE (pOss101 | ° to the engineering industry was 

of graphical methods as they relate the discussion to. follow. Also, pno- ake ‘ ad at thé 1958 I tee ape l 
te the problems of the aiiineer. tographs, pictorial drawings, and presented at the nternationa 

not to the problems of the adratts- orthographic drawings are mixed Cenlietiiie an the Peicattd USES a 

man. In this wav the engineer be- in the presentation of theory and Atomic Energy held in Geneva, 

oe os & ve practice. September Ist to the 13th. 
comes more competent to specify _ . . 

the graphical procedures used in The Document Service of The 

accomplishing engineering work of NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS Chronicle of United Nations ‘Ac- 

a wide variety. tivities has inaugurated a complete 
- : By Robert Lien Cosgriff service : » engineer! 
The three core subjects in draw- McGraw-Hill, 328 pages, $9.00 serdar to supply the ee tee cane 

ing have been successfully com- The MeCr: A , industry with materia’s on the con- 
bined for the Arst time in one vol- The McGraw-Hill Book Cone ference. Available immediately are 

ume. The focus throughout is on Pe ie Waion ba Cental the Its of papers to be presented, 

drawing as a tool for the engineer. Svcte rogineeringi= oy, deluding several hundred dealing 

In emphasizing the science of System Engineering Nerlanett with engineering research through- 
: STAINS anes Control Systems. he ‘Id s 

graphics the practical trade as- ii ie the als: of this: book out the world. 

pects, or are of graphics are EOI oe eae a hen poor rh Topics covered include reactor 

mized. This means that subjects 1 ’ tl ds of o o cwctamme technology, plans for construction 
such as jigs and fixtures, gears and those methods of nonlinear systems p ae : HERLIBS 

§ > Aish avé wrastical in the ‘control of nuclear power plants, properties 
cams, architectural and_ structural which are practical in the contro f reactor materials, radiati 0 
Tse rese . field. The selection of material is of reactor materials, radiation et- 

drawings, etc. have been omitted, Hens 2S 4 « fects on materials, use of isotopes 

and in their stead is a complete such that an extensive background . - sal week ee a on Opes 

coverage of descriptive geometry— is not required. Only those methods oe a ie ac Sn a : tl 

points, lines, planes, intersections, and techniques which are practical ues mvo ‘ved In disposal oF radio- 

curved lines and curved and from an engineering standpoint active products, 

warped surfaces. Also covered are have been included, and all mathe- The lists may be obtained free by 

vector geometry, graphical solu- matics beyond calculus is devel- writing to: Engineering Document 

tions, functional scales, nomog- oped in the book. Service, The Chronicle of United 

raphy, empirical equations, and Emphasis is placed on nonlinear Nations Activities, 234 West 26 

calculus. theory and nonlinear equations. Street, New York 1, N. Y. 
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Raytheon Gtaduate P 
| 

| FOR STUDY AT HARVARD, 
| 

| M..LT. AND CALTECH 
i, IN 1959-60 
a 

oho = ; fii fi 22 Al The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established 
i, in Ci a Mo we Gee] to contribute to the technical development of scientists 
B oe i i ee 4 and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity 
nas icky Ce sitar oe ee to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are 

ee a accepted as graduate students by Harvard University, t a a Massachusetts Institute of Technology and California 
Ce, a | eee: a Institute of Technology, to pursue at Raytheon’s ex- 

Lim: deals en! oe pense, regular courses of study leading to a master’s 
Ole — i degree in science or engineering in the institution of 

“ - i their choice. 
HARVARD 

The Program requires, in general, two or three semesters 
prey si — . of study, depending on circumstances, with the summer 
Po - . bo ge cil months spent in the Company’s research, engineering, or 
: — Paces - 4 d manufacturing divisions. It includes full tuition, fees, 

a Ce _———— —o. - book allowances and a salary while at school. Students 
OE —S vd are eligible for health, accident, retirement and life insur- 

oc temesimen mt nin ance benefits, annual vacation and other privileges of 
cae se es a ae se full-time Raytheon employees. 

a f ooo | i oh To be considered for the Program, applicants must have Be oe ie rs 8 F al D secre ik a bachelor’s degree in science or engineering, and should 
eS ao vee have outstanding student records, show technical prom- 

bes ee ee ed ise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They 
Eloise patna cd must be under 30 years of age on September 15 of the 

MILT. year admitted to the Program. They may apply for 
admission to the Program in anticipation of becoming 

_ Z 7 ae employees of Raytheon. 

sete is ats ey YOU ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY 
= a 22 | ee to Dr. Ivan A. Getting, Vice President, Engineering 
oe py | and Research, outlining your technical background, 

: po eer’ Pl  . “ academic record, school preference, and field of interest, 
oe. W 4... prior to December 1, 1958. 

¢! ‘we & ‘a oo RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Waltham 54, Mass, 

fd a fe Excellence in Electronics 
CALTECH 
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Laugh, and the world laughs A vulgar man is one who stares _I think that I shall never see 

with you; cry, and your mascara at a co-ed’s figure when she’s doing —_A girl refuse a meal that’s free; 

runs. her best to display it. A girl with hungry eyes not fixed 
o 8 8 Upon the drink that’s being mixed; 

oo, eo 8 © A girl who doesn’t like to wear 

_ After all is said and done, there A lot of junk to match her hair; 

is usually more said than done. Book Salesman: “Young man, But girls are loved by guys like me 
» 8 6 you need this book. It will do half Cause I don’t like to kiss a tree. 

on . your college work for you.” va 
Thanks to the guy who invented =~ . . =. . pa 

venetian blinds. Without him it'd Electrical Engineer: “Fine, give — 

be curtains for all of us. me two. 
ao ee 8 Ss fh /) 

__ Here's a good, fast way to make Helpful Coed: “Isn't it funny ; 
a meets igniter: fake oul © that the length of a man’s arm is Minny {) 

ropasce: x 8 & just equal to the circumference of kee, 0 

a girl’s waist?” COP Ks 
Sweet young thing: ‘Am I the CE: “Let's get a piece of string 

first girl you ever kissed? 3 
fo ecaus and find out. 
Engineer: “Now that you men- Sd 

tion it, you do look familiar.” 

head Li] Have you heard the new radio ss ) 
program about the girl who wanted — 

two bathrooms? It’s called “The 4 l NEN 
Wife’s Other John.” 77 a 

a 8 @ Z __ _ _ 

I hear that every five minutes (i i oO 
somebody in New York gets hit by ——— : ; , Dy, laf 
an automobile. I don’t know who 

this guy is, but he sure takes a > 

beating. . .. and how is it on oil? 
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—Courtesy IBM 
This picture shows the easy access to the program tapes through the sliding plastic windows of the 610 Auto-Point Computer. 

Computer 
(Continued from page 65) seat : 3 

Programming Sheet ) ae oe 

When the operator has his pro- Cl l—Xx—<—<-. 
gram well organized he can com- tO, es 
pose his machine instruction sheet es a 
or programming sheet. The pro- : eT a nll sa 
gramming sheet, when carefully _ Oe ea S / | ae 
written, promotes rapid, organ- : ; rr. a : / ata: | 
ized, accurate problem solution. 2 Ba oe __ | = 

5 4 Pa eo ei gi 
Execution . ‘I yg — 

The computer proves its value | ee > ee 
during the final stage of problem 228 | ee 7 ; 
solution. It is in this stage that the ME cat j 
solutions are developed. Modern ay oe 

computers are very dependable | / 
and if errors occur at this stage > -~« ag 
the operator is generally at fault. — 8 i 
Comparisons of time, effort, and ce si i & 

accuracy of problem solution of the a -_ e ~ 
ee i s 

small computer to other methods - i 
show that, for nearly all problems, oe os ~ 
solution by means of a small com- —Courtssy IBM 
puter is most economical. This pretty young lady controls the Computer’s Auxiliary Printing Tape Punch with 

THE END as much ease as her typewriter. Note the compactness of this unit. 
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5 - 
World’s Biggest Eater 

= = = 
Dines Without Interruption 

You are looking at 3 million dollars’ is deeply concerned about delivery 
worth of power shovel, a 14-story requirements. 

monster capable of biting off 70 Good materials, competent peo- 
cubic yards of dirt at a clip. ple, excellent tools and workman- 

Continuous operation is essential ship may not guarantee reliability 
because downtime on a shovel of — but they’re strong assurance of it. 

this size could top 500 dollars an If you are interested in a reliable 
hour. Beta Paty is shared by many _gource of laminated plastics—sheets, 
interrelated parts. Some are made rods, tubes, or completely fabri- 
of Synthane laminated plastics. cated parts, write for an interesting 

Why Synthane? BecauseSynthane catalog or call our representative 
laminated plastics have the right near you. 
combination of properties—dielec- 
tric strength, mechanical strength, 

Typical insulator and insulating and ease of machining. AndSynthane 
bolts used on power shovels uses only first-quality raw materials, 

Pi * watches every step in the produc- 
tion and fabrication of the laminate, S| 

SYNTHANE CORPORATION, 13 RIVER RD., OAKS, PA. 
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“Tree Rubber’ made i S.A. for ti ; ree Rubber made in U.S.A. for tires of tomorrow 
Photography and x-rays pointed rubber with the same physical prop- cutting costs for all kinds of busi- 
the way for Goodrich-Gulf erties as crude rubber even to tack nesses, large and small alike. It 
Chemicals Inc. to achieve a and stickiness. It’s an achievement —_ works for you in whatever occupa- 
synthetic that matches natural that can mean a source of supply for _ tion you choose. 
rubber. the nation’s new-rubber needs. 

Heavy-duty truck and airplane tires Playing a part in research like this _ _ 
always had to have tree rubber to is only one of the many ways photog- -@- — id 

: . . as Lt 
assure acceptable performance. raphy is working for business and : 7 
Usual man-made rubber didn’t industry today. In addition, it also 
quite fill the bill. Its molecules didn’t delves into problems of product Foeeapnie nega- The meray difftantibn 

i a . ‘ a a tive showing the — pattern ofa molecule 
hang together like natural rubber. design, production, and quality con- x-ray diffraction of Ameripol SN rub- 

Butnow Goodrich-Culf scientists trol. It trains employees, dealers and pattern produced — ber shows the scien- > 2 : 
5 . ees salesmen — a selling j ight by a molecule of  tist that this rubber 

using x-ray diffraction photographs he a cos g job rig natural, tree-grown is identical to nat- 
to check molecular structure, have to the consumer. rubber. ural rubber. 
produced Ameripol SN, a man-made Photography is saving time and 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y. 
See e reece ee cccererceeeccecererere ress eesseeee sees sereeerseneeseseesesencoseeseeesccceces 
: CAREERS WITH KODAK L do. 
° With photography and photographic processes If you are looking for such an interesting oppor- 4. ? gC 
s becoming increasingly important in the business tunity, write for information about careers with he cf. _ ese 

$ and industry of tomorrow, there are new and Kodak. Address: Business and Technical MA Gorey 
$ challenging opportunities at Kodak in research, Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Com- MOOS 
: engineering, electronics, design and production. pany, Rochester 4, N. Y. Z Cc FEF
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= Interview with General Electric’s 

A , ' Earl G. Abbott 

/ Q _. Manager—Sales Training 

eg N e 

i. ~< Advancement in a Large 

: te gle Company: How it Works 

Where do you find better advancement plete appraisals of professional em- as his career progresses. Along any 
opportunities—in a large company or a ployees. They enable a manager to of these paths he may advance 

small one? To help you, the college make a thorough and _ objective within the Company to very high 

student, resolve that problem, Mr. Abbott search of the entire General Electric levels of recognition and salary. 

answers the following questions con- Company and come up with the : 
cerning advancement opportunities in man best qualified for the job. Q. What aids to advancement does 
engineering, manufacturing and tech- cas General Electric provide? 

nical marketing at General Electric. Q. How do advancement opportunities A. We believe that it’s just sound 
for technical graduates stack-up with Te = : : 

Q. Ina large Company such as General those of other graduates? business policy to provide a stimu- 

Electric, how can you assure that every oo: lating climate for personal develop- 

man deserving of recognition will get it? 4: Very well. General Electric is ment. As the individual develops, 
Don’t some capable people become lost? recognized asia Company with out- through his own efforts, the Com- 

standing technical skills and facili- pany benefits from his contributions. 
A. No, they don’t. And it’s be- ties. One out of every thirteen em- General Electric has done much to 
cause of the way G.E. has been ployees is a scientist or engineer. provide the right kind of opportu- 

organized. By decentralizing into And approximately 50 per cent of nity for its employees. Outstanding 
more than a hundred smaller oper- our Department General Managers college graduates are given graduate 

ating departments, we've been able have technical backgrounds. study aid through the G-E Honors 

te pinpoint both authority and rer Q. How about speed of advancement? Program and Tuition Refund Pro- 
sponsibility. Our products are engi- Is GE. a“ "SC 99 gram. Technical graduates entering 
neered, manufactured and marketed SSE. a “young man's Sompany + the Engineering, Manufacturing, or 
by many departments comparable A. Definitely. A majority of all Technical Marketing Programs start 
to small companies. Since each is supervisors, managers and outstand- with on-the-job training and related 

completely responsible for its success ing individual contributors working study as preparation for more re- 
and profitability, each individual in the engineering function are below sponsible positions. Throughout 
within the department has a defined _ the age of forty. We believe that a their G-E careers they receive fre- 
share of that responsibility. There- job should be one for which you are quent appraisals as a guide for self 
fore, outstanding performance is qualified, but above all it should be development. Company-conducted 

readily recognized. one that challenges your ability. As courses are offered again at all 

Q. If that’s the case, are opportunities you master one job: wwe feel that levels of the organization. These 

for advancement limited to openings consideration should be given, to help professionals gain the increas- 

within the department? moving you to a position of greater ingly higher levels of education 
responsibility. This is working, for demanded by the complexities of 

A. Not at all. That’s one of the in the professional field, one out of modern business. Our goal is to see 
advantages of our decentralized four of our people are in positions of every man advance to the full limits 

organization. It creates small oper- greater responsibility today than of his capabilities. 
ations that individuals can “‘get their they were a year ago. if i fh i j 
arms around”’, and still reserves and ini fj you have other questions or wan 
enhances the inherent advantages of onaealeed ecyeeat etait LEA: a information on our programs for 

a large company. Widely diverse into managerial work. How does this technical graduates, write to E. G. 
opportunities and promotions are Gffect their advanceiient? Abbott, Section 959-9, General 
available on a Company-wide basis. . Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

. A. At G.E. there are many paths 
Q. But how does a department find the which lead to higher positions of 

best man, Company-wide? recognition and prestige. Every man *LOOK FOR other interviews dis- 

A. We’ve developed personnel reg- is essentially free to select the course cussing: @ Qualities We Look For 
isters to assure that the best quali- which best fits both his abilities and in Young Engineers @ Personal 
fied men for the job are not over- interests. Furthermore, he may mod- Development @ Salary. 
looked. The registers contain com- ify that course if his interests change
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